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a b s t r a c t
The New Horizons spacecraft ﬂy-through of the Pluto system in July 2015 will provide humanity’s ﬁrst
data for the crater populations on Pluto and its binary companion, Charon. In principle, these surfaces
could be dated in an absolute sense, using the observed surface crater density (# craters/km2 larger than
some threshold crater diameter D). Success, however, requires an understanding of both the cratering physics and absolute impactor ﬂux. The Canada-France Ecliptic Plane Survey (CFEPS) L7 synthetic model of
classical and resonant Kuiper belt populations (Petit, J.M. et al. [2011]. Astron. J. 142, 131–155;
Gladman, B. et al. [2012]. Astron. J. 144, 23–47) and the scattering object model of Kaib et al. (Kaib, N.,
Roškar, R., Quinn, T. [2011]. Icarus 215, 491–507) calibrated by Shankman et al. (Shankman, C. et al.
[2013]. Astrophys. J. 764, L2–L5) provide such impact ﬂuxes and thus current primary cratering rates
for each dynamical sub-population. We ﬁnd that four sub-populations (the q < 42 AU hot and stirred main
classicals, the classical outers, and the plutinos) dominate Pluto’s impact ﬂux, each providing  15—25% of
the total rate. Due to the uncertainty in how the well-characterized size distribution for Kuiper belt objects
(with impactor diameter d > 100 km) connects to smaller projectiles, we compute cratering rates using
ﬁve model impactor size distributions: a single power-law, a power-law with a knee, a power-law with
a divot, as well as the ‘‘wavy’’ size distributions described in Minton et al. (Minton, D.A. et al. [2012].
Asteroids Comets Meteors Conf. 1667, 6348) and Schlichting et al. (Schlichting, H.E., Fuentes, C.I.,
Trilling, D.E. [2013]. Astron. J. 146, 36–42). We ﬁnd that there is only a small chance that Pluto has been
hit in the past 4 Gyr by even one impactor with a diameter larger than the known break in the projectile
size distribution (d  100 km) which would create a basin on Pluto (D P 400 km in diameter). We show
that due to present uncertainties in the impactor size distribution between d ¼ 1—100 km, computing
absolute ages for the surface of Pluto is entirely dependent on the extrapolation to small sizes and thus
fraught with uncertainty. We show, however, what the ages would be for several cases and illustrate
the relative importance of each Kuiper belt sub-population to the cratering rate, both now and integrated
into the past. In addition, we compute the largest ‘‘fresh’’ crater expected to have formed in 1 Gyr on the
surface of Pluto and in 3 Gyr on Charon (to 95% conﬁdence) and use the ‘‘wavy’’ size distribution models to
predict whether these largest ‘‘fresh’’ craters will provide surfaces for which portions of the crater production function can be measured should most of the target’s surface appear saturated. The ﬂy-through
results coupled with telescopic surveys that bridge current uncertainties in the d ¼ 10—100 km regime
should eventually result in the population estimate uncertainties for the Kuiper belt sub-populations,
and thus the impact ﬂuxes onto Pluto and Charon, dipping to < 30%. We also compute ‘‘disruption timescales’’ (to a factor of three accuracy) for Pluto’s smaller satellites: Styx, Nix, Kerberos, and Hydra. We ﬁnd
that none of the four satellites have likely undergone a catastrophic disruption and reassembly event in
the past  4 Gyr. In addition, we ﬁnd that for a knee size distribution with afaint 6 0:4 (down to sub-km
diameters), satellites of all sizes are able to survive catastrophic disruption over the past 4 Gyr.
Ó 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The New Horizons space probe will ﬂy through the Pluto system
in July 2015 and will be capable of taking high-resolution images of
craters down to ’ 0:5 km in diameter on the encounter
⇑ Corresponding author.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2015.05.026
0019-1035/Ó 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

hemispheres of Pluto and Charon (Young et al., 2008; Moore
et al., 2014)1. Using the observed surface crater densities, one would
like to compute crater retention ages for the various surfaces of

1
Now that the ﬁnal ﬂy-by geometry has been determined, the resolution of the
craters on the four smaller satellites has been calculated to be down to ’ 0:5 km in
diameter on Nix, down to ’ 1 km on Hydra, and ’ 3 km on Styx and Kerberos.
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Pluto, its binary companion Charon, and the small satellites. In order
to do this, knowledge of the impact ﬂux onto the surface is needed,
both in terms of the number of projectiles and their impact speeds.
To date, a study of the impact rates broken down into the various
Kuiper belt sub-populations has never been done. Lacking any crater
data, particle-in-a-box methods or approximations of the number
density of Kuiper belt objects that intersect the orbit of Pluto at an
average impact velocity have sufﬁced (Weissman and Stern, 1994;
Durda and Stern, 2000; Zahnle et al., 2003), but the observational
opportunity of the New Horizons Pluto-system ﬂy-through requires
a more accurate understanding of the impact rates, impact speed
distributions, and thus the collisional history of the surface of
Pluto and its satellites.
1.1. Motivation
Pluto likely formed in a different environment from the one in
which it currently resides. Some recent dynamical models postulate
a violent period of instability in the giant planet orbits roughly
3.9 Gyr ago (Hahn and Malhotra, 1999; Gomes, 2003; Tsiganis
et al., 2005); during this chaotic time period, an outward migration
of Uranus and Neptune causes their orbits to approach each other,
brieﬂy pumping Neptune’s eccentricity which pushes the ancient
population of Kuiper belt objects outward and rearranges the outer
Solar System to roughly its current architecture (Levison et al., 2008
and references therein). With or without a dramatic planetary
re-arrangement 3.9 Gyr ago, in any scenario in which Neptune’s
mean-motion resonances swept through a population of small bodies during outward migration, many objects, including Pluto, are
swept up into resonance (Malhotra, 1993, 1995). Regardless of
exactly how it arrived there, Pluto currently sits in the 3:2
mean-motion resonance with Neptune. A hypothetical turbulent
time period during the ﬁrst  500 Myr of Solar System history we
refer to as the ‘‘pre-installation phase’’ of Pluto’s collisional history,
and is not something we can model using estimates of today’s
Kuiper belt orbital distribution. We assume the Pluto–Charon
binary-forming event occurred during this ‘‘pre-installation phase’’.
Because we do not know the orbital distribution of the Kuiper belt
during this period of the Solar System’s history, we prefer to remain
on relatively solid ground by performing an analysis of Pluto’s collisional history for the past ’ 3:9 Gyr, spanning the time period we
think it reasonably certain Pluto has been on its current orbit,
t  0:6 Gyr to 4.5 Gyr into the age of the Solar System. We refer to
this period as the "post-installation phase" of Pluto’s history.
Pluto’s current location in the Kuiper belt causes it to be impacted
by a wider variety of Kuiper belt sub-populations than the satellites
of the giant planets, particularly by the cold classical objects, which
do not reach into the giant planet region. We use current population
estimates and orbital distributions of Kuiper belt sub-populations
to determine the current impact ﬂux and primary cratering rates
onto the surface of Pluto in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. To extrapolate this
back to the installation of Pluto onto its current orbit (not less than
3.9 Gyr ago), we assume each Kuiper belt sub-population has naturally decayed away with time and we use estimates of these decay
rates from the literature to compute the number of primary craters
formed on Pluto’s surface integrated over the past ’ 4 Gyr in
Section 2.5 (secondary craters are considered separately in
Section 3.5). We also compute the primary cratering rates and integrated number of craters for the surface of Charon in Section 3.7. In
addition, we determine if the four smaller satellites of Pluto (Styx,
Nix, Kerberos, and Hydra) have likely ever been catastrophically
disrupted in the past ’ 4 Gyr in Section 3.8.
1.1.1. Kuiper belt sub-populations
As deﬁned in Gladman et al. (2008), the various Kuiper belt
sub-populations are divided as follows. Resonant objects are those

currently in a mean-motion resonance with Neptune. Scattering
objects are those which over 10 Myr integrations experience
encounters with Neptune resulting in a semimajor axis a deviation
of more than 1.5 AU.2 Classical or detached bodies are further
sub-divided into the inner classical objects (a interior to the 3:2
mean-motion resonance), main classical objects (a between the 3:2
and 2:1 mean-motion resonances), outer classical objects (a exterior
to the 2:1 mean-motion resonance and eccentricity e < 0:24), and
the detached objects (a beyond the 2:1 mean-motion resonance with
e > 0:24). For our work, the detached objects and outer classical
objects are combined, as both have semimajor axes greater than
Pluto’s aphelion (a > Q Pluto ).
We further subdivide the classical main belt into hot (wide inclination distribution) and cold (narrow inclination) components,
where the cold population contains stirred and kernel
sub-components, as deﬁned in (Petit et al., 2011). The hot classical
main objects have a ¼ 40—47 AU, perihelia q ¼ 35—40 AU, and an
inclination distribution proportional to sinðiÞ times a Gaussian with
a width of 16 . The stirred cold classical objects have
a ¼ 42:4—47 AU, a q distribution that is a function of semimajor axis
(Petit et al., 2011), and an inclination distribution proportional to
sinðiÞ times a Gaussian with a width of 2:6 . Lastly, the kernel cold
classical objects have a ¼ 43:8—44:4 AU, e ¼ 0:03—0:08, and the
same inclination distribution as the stirred cold classical objects.
It was unclear at the outset of this project how the various
Kuiper belt sub-populations would contribute to the impact ﬂux
onto the surface of Pluto. Each group populates different regions
of phase space and thus interacts differently with Pluto, but how
their respective impact ﬂuxes compare with each other is not obvious. In previous work (e.g. Zahnle et al. (2003)), a Kuiper belt having objects with ‘‘typical’’ semimajor axes a  40 AU and ‘‘typical’’
impact speeds v impact  2 km=s was used to roughly estimate the
cratering rate onto Pluto. This, however, neglects the details of
the differing orbital parameters of each Kuiper belt
sub-population. It’s unclear whether Kuiper belt objects (KBOs)
with these estimated orbital parameters contribute most of the
impact ﬂux onto Pluto or another type of Kuiper belt population
dominates. Perhaps several populations contribute roughly
equally. Campo Bagatin and Benavidez (2012) computed the collision probability of the Pluto–Charon binary-forming event using a
collisional evolution model of the transneptunian object (TNO)
population taken from the Canada-France Ecliptic Plane Survey
(CFEPS) L7 synthetic model of classical and resonant Kuiper belt
populations (Petit et al., 2011; Gladman et al., 2012), but did not
break this down into the individual Kuiper-belt sub-populations
nor extend their analysis to the current epoch’s impact events.
Pluto shares the 3:2 neptunian mean-motion resonance with
 13; 000 diameter d > 100 km (Gladman et al., 2012) objects
known as the plutinos. By performing numerical integrations of
the collisional evolution of known plutinos, de Elía et al. (2010)
computed the plutino impact ﬂux onto Pluto assuming ‘‘typical’’
impact speeds (v impact ¼ 1:9 km=s) to estimate the cratering rate
onto Pluto from the plutinos alone. Dell’Oro et al. (2013) performed
a statistical analysis of the collisional evolution of TNOs among
themselves using the individual Kuiper belt sub-populations from
the CFEPS L7 model, but did not extend their analysis to the cratering rate on Pluto. As we were writing up our work, we became
aware of the recent paper by Bierhaus and Dones (2015) that

2
The reader is cautioned that in the literature, the term ‘‘scattered disk’’ often
refers to objects which have either scattered off Neptune in the past and are now
decoupled from Neptune (but have perihelia near Neptune’s aphelion at
q  30 AU; i:e:; what we define to be the detached objects) or are actively scattering off Neptune currently (i.e., what we deﬁne to be the scattering objects (Gladman
et al., 2008)). The detached objects are also sometimes referred to as the ‘‘extended
scattered disk’’ in the literature (Gladman et al., 2008).
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addresses some of the issues we are concerned with. We discuss
this latter paper in Section 2.3.
In addition to being affected by the 3:2 mean-motion resonance
with Neptune, Pluto’s orbit experiences Kozai (Kozai, 1962) librations which cause its eccentricity e and inclination i to oscillate
against each other (high-e corresponds to low-i and vice versa)
on the timescale of several Myr. This libration causes Pluto’s orbit3
to never intersect the Solar System plane outside ’ 42 AU or inside
’ 33 AU (see Fig. 1). Fig. 1 shows Pluto’s ecliptic nodal distance
behavior over a 6 Myr time period, but it is believed this behavior
has been occurring during the entirety of Pluto’s ‘‘post-installation’’
period over the past 4 Gyr. This results in complex changes in collision probability over time between Pluto and the inner, main, and
outer classical Kuiper belt objects. For example, the classical inner
KBOs have a between roughly 37 and 39 AU with perihelia
35 AU K q K 39 AU. This places the classical inner KBOs in the region
where Kozai librations keep Pluto’s ecliptic nodal distances. As one
may imagine, Pluto’s nodal distances constantly staying near the
classical inner KBOs enhances their collision probability with Pluto
compared with a situation where Pluto’s orbit uniformly precesses
and nodal distance explores all values from perihelion qPluto to aphelion Q Pluto . In contrast, most main classical KBOs lie between roughly
40 and 47 AU where the oscillation of Pluto’s ecliptic nodal distances
cause its periodic intersection with the main classical KBOs. If all
classical main KBOs had inclinations i  0 , the q > 42 AU classical
main objects should have zero collision probability with Pluto since
Pluto’s orbit never intersects the plane of the Solar System outside
’ 42 AU. In reality, their non-zero inclinations cause some of them
to have non-zero collision probability with Pluto. The two
q < 42 AU classical main populations (and their sub-components),
however, are each affected by the repeated intersection of Pluto’s
orbit with its own. During the period when Pluto’s nodal distance
is between 40 and 42 AU, its collision probability with the main classical KBOs increases. This competes with the times when Pluto’s
orbit intersects the plane of the Solar System outside 42 AU, where
its collision probability with the main classical Kuiper belt drops precipitously. As one may expect, this could cause the q < 42 AU classical main KBOs to receive a smaller enhancement to their collisional
probability with Pluto than the classical inner KBOs since the
assumption of uniform orbital precession would also cause an orbital
intersection oscillation. Lastly, the classical outer KBOs also experience complex changes in collision probability with Pluto over time.
The classical outer KBOs, which in this study include the detached
objects, have pericenters between ’ 33 AU and ’ 42 AU, the same
region where Pluto’s nodal distances remain. However, the classical
outer KBOs have semimajor axes from roughly 47 AU out to
’ 500 AU causing them to only impact Pluto when they are near
pericenter, dropping their collision probability. How do each of these
competing phenomena affect the impact ﬂux onto Pluto from the
classical KBO sub-populations? Likewise, how do each of the complex interactions between Pluto and the Kuiper belt
sub-populations stack up against each other when determining
Pluto’s cratering history? The answers are not obvious and provided
some of the motivation for this study.
An additional complexity is that gravitational scattering has
depleted each sub-population over the past 3.9 Gyr, but affecting
each population differently. How this population decay affects
the impact ﬂux at Pluto when integrated over the age of the
Solar System is also unclear. For example, the scattering objects
spend a large fraction of their time at large distances from Pluto
making their collisional cross-section with Pluto small. However,
they are also thought to be one of the largest populations in the
Kuiper belt 4 Gyr ago (Duncan and Levison, 1997; Levison and

3

For reference Pluto’s perihelion q ¼ 29:7 AU and aphelion Q ¼ 48:9 AU.
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Fig. 1. Numerical integration of Pluto’s ecliptic nodal distances.

Duncan, 1997; Dones et al., 2004), which increases their contribution to Pluto’s cratering history when integrated over the age of the
Solar System. This large population decay competes with the low
collisional cross-section of the scattering objects when determining their contribution to the cratering history of Pluto, but is the
large number of scattering objects in the past enough to dominate
the cratering rate over other Kuiper belt sub-populations? To best
understand the contribution of each Kuiper belt sub-population to
the cratering history of Pluto, a study using the impact ﬂux of debiased population models and their corresponding impact speed distributions is needed and presented here.
1.1.2. Uncertainties in the Kuiper belt size distribution
In addition to the dynamical complexities of the Pluto-crossing
populations, there are major uncertainties about the Kuiper belt
size distribution for objects with absolute g-band magnitude
Hg > 9:16 (corresponding to a diameter d < 100 km for an
assumed g-band albedo p of 5% using the following)

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
0:05 0:2ð9:16Hg Þ
10
d w 100 km
p

ð1Þ

Eq. (2) deﬁnes the differential number of objects N as a function
of H-magnitude, where a is the logarithmic ‘‘slope’’ (hereafter
referred to simply as the slope) and allows mapping to the differential distribution in diameter d given in Eq. (3) by qslope ¼ 5a þ 1.

dN / 10ðaHÞ
ðqslope Þ

dN / d

ð2Þ
ð3Þ

The Kuiper belt impactor size distribution has recently been absolutely calibrated down to Hg  8—9 by the CFEPS survey (Petit
et al., 2011; Gladman et al., 2012). The Hg ¼ 4—9 range seems well
modeled by a single slope a in a given population, where the only
caveat to this would be the hot and cold components of the main
classical Kuiper belt population which appear to have different values of a (Bernstein et al., 2004, 2006; Petit et al., 2011; Fraser et al.,
2014; Adams et al., 2014). It is clear that a single power law
extended past Hg ¼ 9 does not ﬁt the observations, and that some
kind of a break in the differential size distribution at this Hg -magnitude is a better representation (Jewitt et al., 1998; Gladman et al.,
2001; Bernstein et al., 2004; Fraser and Kavelaars, 2008; Fuentes
and Holman, 2008; Shankman et al., 2013; Fraser et al., 2014;
Adams et al., 2014). Because we wish to estimate crater production
rates down to km scale, we must adopt a model of how the size
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distribution extrapolates from the break at d ’ 100 km down to
sub-km impactor sizes. We adopt a break at Hg  9 (for typical
TNO g  r colors of 0.5–1.0, the break at Hg  9 is shifted to
Hr  8—8:5, which is consistent with Fraser et al.’s (2014) results
for the hot KBO and jovian trojan populations). Fig. 2 shows a schematic of three size distribution extrapolation scenarios for Hg > 9.
The (somewhat strawman) single power-law (SPL) extends the
bright end of the size distribution (Hg < 9) all the way down to the
smallest objects. The model size distribution with a ‘‘knee’’ has a
sharp break at Hg ¼ 9 (open circle) from a steep slope at the bright
end of this Hg -magnitude to a shallower slope on the faint end.
Lastly, the ‘‘divot’’ model has a discontinuous drop by a factor c in
the differential number of objects at Hg ¼ 9 with a different power
law for Hg > 9. All of these models are of course approximations to
reality; we discuss the implications of changing afaint and using a
‘‘wavy’’ size distribution in Sections 3.4 and 3.6, respectively.
To illustrate the consequences of not understanding how the
relatively well-understood size distribution of large impactors connects to smaller sizes, we model ﬁve differential size distribution
scenarios: a single power-law (SPL) with logarithmic slope
a ¼ 0:8 (qbright ¼ 5); a power-law with a sharp knee at Hg ¼ 9:0,
slope abright ¼ 0:8 on the bright side of the knee, and slope
afaint ¼ 0:4 (qfaint ¼ 3) on the faint side of the knee; a power-law
with a ‘‘divot’’ at Hg ¼ 9:0 with the same abright and afaint as the knee
scenario, but with a contrast (ratio of the differential number of
objects in the population just bright of the divot to the number
of objects just faint of the divot) value of c ¼ 6 (the least rejectable
(with factors of several uncertainty) size distribution ﬁt from
Shankman et al. (2013)); and lastly the ‘‘wavy’’ size distributions
of both Schlichting et al. (2013) and Minton et al. (2012) (as
described by Schlichting et al. (2013)).
Values for afaint vary between 0.2 and 0.6 across various outer
Solar System small body populations (Larsen et al., 2001; Trujillo
et al., 2001; Szabó et al., 2007; Solontoi et al., 2012; Schlichting
et al., 2013) as well as the Kuiper belt size distribution literature
(Jewitt et al., 1998; Gladman et al., 2001; Bernstein et al., 2004;
Fraser and Kavelaars, 2008; Fuentes and Holman, 2008;
Shankman et al., 2013; Adams et al., 2014) down to the observational limit of Hg  8—10 for the various sub-populations. We
adopt a value of afaint ¼ 0:4 (Bernstein et al., 2004; Fraser et al.,
2014) for this work and discuss the implications of changing this
value in Section 3.4. Although we assume a constant power law
slope of the Hg -magnitude distribution from d ¼ 100 km down to
smaller sizes (Hg ¼ 9—25), it is very unlikely that in reality the
faint size distribution follows a single power-law all the way down
to sub-km impactor sizes. We use a single extrapolation for simplicity’s sake and to illustrate many of the consequences of not
understanding the impactor size distribution down to
d < 100 km to the cratering record on Pluto, but we understand
that the size distribution in this regime likely has multiple slope
changes which we refer to as being ‘‘wavy’’. The main asteroid
belt’s size distribution (O’Brien and Sykes, 2011), the analysis of
saturnian craters from Minton et al. (2012), and the model for
the collision-generated population of KBOs today from
Schlichting et al. (2013) all show that several slopes in the size distribution begin as one drops below roughly d < 60 km and continue to the sub-km regime. We discuss the implications of such
a shape in the size distribution on Pluto’s cratering record compared with a single-slope extrapolation in Section 3.6.
Because New Horizons should be able to observe craters down
to 1–2 km in diameter on the encounter hemispheres4 of Pluto and
4
Pluto–Charon’s slow 6.39 day rotation combined with the speed of the New
Horizons spacecraft mean that the non-encounter hemisphere will not be imaged at
sufﬁcient resolution and solar phase angle for meaningful crater counts.
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Fig. 2. Schematic of three Hg -magnitude differential size distribution scenarios: a
single power-law (SPL) (green), a knee (blue), and a ‘‘divot’’ (red). The Kuiper belt
and Scattering Disk observations are calibrated down to Hg  9 (magenta), but
beyond that (open circle) it is unclear how the size distribution extends to smaller
sizes. The knee model is a simple transition to a shallower slope at the break
diameter. The divot scenario has a rapid drop in the differential number of objects
succeeded by a shallower recovery. Hg -magnitudes are converted to approximate
impactor diameters d using Eq. (1) for an albedo p of 5%. Impactor diameters d are
converted to rough crater diameters D using Eqs. (5), (6a), and (6b), assuming an
impact speed of 2 km/s and a transition from simple to complex craters at 4 km on
Pluto (Moore et al., 2014). The expected range of ‘‘fresh’’ craters observed by New
Horizons extends from D  5 km to D  50 km (created by impactors ranging from
d ¼ 1—10 km), while the largest ‘‘ancient’’ basins (D  200 km) are not expected to
have been created in the past 4 Gyr and therefore must date to Pluto’s preinstallation phase > 4 Gyr ago. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Charon, and down to 500 m in diameter in a high-resolution swath
(Young et al., 2008; Moore et al., 2014), the uncertainties in the form
of the Kuiper belt’s size distribution will be reﬂected in the computation of surface ages in the Pluto system. This is well into the small
end of the size distribution (a D ¼ 500 m crater corresponds to
roughly a d ¼ 40 m impactor), but the uncertainties in the Kuiper
belt size distribution will be apparent in larger craters as well. For
example, the number of impactors in the differential size distribution with diameter d near 10 km varies by a factor of 6 (the value
of the contrast c) between the knee and divot scenarios and by a factor of 50 between the SPL and the knee distributions. Because the
number of small impactors varies so widely between the three
extrapolations, ages computed from observed crater densities based
on these distributions naturally will rely heavily upon the intrinsic
assumptions about the projectile size distribution. In addition,
extrapolating the knee power-law size distribution from small diameters to projectiles just larger than the break (shown as dotted lines
in Fig. 2) overestimates the number of ‘‘largest ancient basins
expected’’, however, extrapolating the divot scenario underestimates
the number of basins. Implications of these assumptions on both the
computed crater retention ages (as opposed to the emplacement or
crystallization age of a given surface unit, which may be older) and
the determination of the impactor size distribution from Pluto’s cratering record are discussed in Section 3.
1.1.3. Triton
Triton, Neptune’s major moon, is the closest body to Pluto for
which we have crater counts (from the 1989 Voyager 2 ﬂyby).
Triton’s general characteristics (size, mass, and surface composition) are extremely Pluto-like. Triton is also a geologically active
body, and thus lightly cratered, and so should record only recent
impacts from the scattering KBO population. Leaving aside the
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debate over whether Triton’s craters are predominantly due to
heliocentric or planetocentric bodies (Schenk and Zahnle, 2007;
McKinnon and Singer, 2010), the best global crater counts are from
Schenk and Zahnle (2007). They ﬁnd for craters between 5 and
25 km diameters (25 km being the size of the largest crater identiﬁed on the  25% of the surface imaged decently by Voyager) a differential power-law index of 3.25. Using simple crater scaling, they
calculate a differential qslope of 2.8 (a ¼ 0:36) for the projectile population in the diameter range of d ¼ 300 m to d ¼ 2 km. Actually,
because the craters span the simple-to-complex morphological
transition, the actual qslope and a are likely slightly steeper. In either
case, such a values are close to the a ¼ 0:4 adopted here for the
faint branch of the KBO distribution down to this diameter. This
value of a is also not inconsistent with the Minton et al. (2012)
and Schlichting et al. (2013) size distribution models for this
impactor diameter range (see Section 3.6). It will be of great
interest to see, in 2015 New Horizons images, if the crater size–
frequency distributions on Pluto and Charon are similar to
Triton’s over comparable projectile diameter ranges.
2. Methods
In this section we present the methods used to compute current
impact rates (Section 2.3), current cratering rates (Section 2.4), and
the integrated number of craters on Pluto’s surface over the past
’ 3:9 Gyr (Section 2.5) from the various Kuiper belt sub-populations.
2.1. Kuiper belt population models
In order to most accurately determine Pluto’s cratering history
from the current Kuiper belt, we make use of the recent observational data encompassing each of the sub-populations. The
Canada-France Ecliptic Plane Survey (CFEPS) L7 synthetic model
(Petit et al., 2011; Gladman et al., 2012) was used to provide orbital
distributions and Hg < 9:16 (diameter d > 100 km) population
estimates for the resonant and classical Kuiper belt objects.
However, the observed number of scattering objects provided a
CFEPS orbital distribution that only samples the closest objects
that need to then be extrapolated to larger distances. In contrast,
the Kaib et al. (2011) (KRQ11) model provided a much more accurate representation of the scattering population as it evolves from
the Oort Cloud; it is thus the current model of choice in this study
for the orbital distribution of the scattering objects and was coupled to CFEPS to produce the absolutely-calibrated Hg < 9:0 population estimates of the scattering population by Shankman et al.
(2013). Estimates from the Deep Ecliptic Survey (Adams et al.,
2014) for some sub-populations were discrepant from the CFEPS
estimates (Petit et al., 2011; Gladman et al., 2012) by factors of
1.5–1.7, but the surveys were acquired in different bandpasses;
compiling the g-VR colors of objects seen in both surveys (K.
Volk, private communication, 2015) showed that colors of 0.4–
0.6 (rather than 0.1) were appropriate and this eliminates virtually
all discrepancy in the H-magnitude range common to both surveys
when using the same dynamical-class deﬁnitions.
In order to pin the number of objects in each of the various
Kuiper belt sub-populations to the Hg -magnitude corresponding
to the break in the size distribution (at Hg ¼ 9:0), the CFEPS
Hg < 9:16 classical and resonant population estimates from Petit
et al. (2011) and Gladman et al. (2012) were converted to
Hg < 9:0 (which corresponds to diameter d > 108 km for a
g-band albedo of 5%) population estimates with a minor multiplicative tuning of

Nð< Hg ¼ 9:0Þ
¼ 10ð0:8ðHg 9:16ÞÞ ¼ 10ð0:8ð9:09:16ÞÞ ¼ 0:745
Nð< Hg ¼ 9:16Þ

ð4Þ
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For example, the Hg ¼ 9:16 classical inner belt population estimate
from Petit et al. (2011) of 3000, implies  2200 objects with
Hg ¼ 9:0.
2.2. Öpik collision probability code
To compute the impact probability onto the surface of Pluto we
modiﬁed a version of the Öpik collision probability code based on
Dones et al. (1999), which implements the method described in
Wetherill (1967). The code numerically integrates the collision
probability of two bodies by assuming uniform precession of the
nodal longitude and argument of pericenter of both the impactor
and target over their precession cycles. The program adapts the
integration step when the probability integrand becomes large.
Our implementation of this code uses the relative fraction of each
Kuiper belt sub-population (described in Section 1.1.1) divided into
a grid of a; e; i cells of size 1 AU, 0.05, and 2 , respectively. The
code uses each grid entry as the orbit of a potential Pluto impactor.
The collision probability computed for the orbit is multiplied by
the fraction of the population in that cell. The code gravitationally
focuses the collision probability, providing the impact probability
(/yr/object) as well as the impact velocity spectrum (in km/s) of
the modeled population, with Pluto’s escape speed (1.2 km/s)
added in quadrature. The motion of Pluto about the Pluto–
Charon system barycenter (25 m/s) is neglected.
The Öpik collision probability code used in this study was
modiﬁed to bin the collision probability for each orbital precession
orientation into individual impact velocity bins (as opposed to
computing an average impact velocity from all possible impact orientations over a full orbital precession of the nodes). This produces
detailed impact velocity distributions for each Kuiper belt
sub-population onto Pluto (Fig. 3).
As expected, each sub-population has a different impact velocity spectrum onto Pluto. Due to their large semimajor axes, unsurprisingly the scattering objects peak at the highest impact velocity
of the Kuiper belt sub-populations. The classical inner objects have
a bimodal impact velocity spectrum (with peaks at  2 km=s and
 3:5 km=s) due to their bimodal inclination distribution which
has a gap between roughly 7 and 20 (Petit et al., 2011). The
remaining populations have unimodal distributions peaking somewhere between 1.6 km/s and 2.0 km/s, with tails out to beyond
5 km/s. The impact speed spectrum produced by Dell’Oro et al.
(2013) from a model of collisionally evolving TNOs (extracted from
the CFEPS L7 synthetic model) impacting the plutinos independently reproduces these same main trends shown in Fig. 3.
2.3. Impact rates onto Pluto
The Öpik collision probability code produces impact probabilities with Pluto (/yr/projectile) that turn into impact rates (/yr) after
multiplying by the estimated number of projectiles in each
sub-population. Table 1 gives sub-population types (sometimes
with orbital element cuts), impact probabilities (/yr/object in the
group), telescopic population estimates for Hg < 9:0, and impact
rates (/yr) from Hg < 9:0 projectiles. The 42 AU pericenter cut for
the classical main sub-populations corresponds to Pluto’s maximum nodal distance (see Section 1.1.1). There are essentially no
hot classical main objects with q < 42 AU. The scattering object
(S.O.) 200 AU semimajor axis division is a useful boundary due to
the fact that the a > 200 AU S.O.s spend most of their time far from
Pluto and so have a small impact probability, as can be seen by the
factor of  50 in impact probability between the a < 200 AU and
a > 200 AU S.O.s in Table 1. There are also essentially no S.O.s with
a < 15 AU, and, in any case, a < 15 AU scattering objects require
eccentricity e > 0:98 to intersect Pluto.
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Fig. 3. Impact velocity spectrum onto Pluto for KRQ11 and CFEPS L7 Kuiper belt
sub-populations. Escape speed from Pluto is 1.2 km/s. Each sub-population’s
distribution is separately normalized.

The Öpik collision probability code assumes uniform precession
of Pluto’s nodal longitude and argument of pericenter. There are
methods that would help correct this assumption (Vokrouhlický
et al., 2012; Pokorný and Vokrouhlický, 2013), but because Pluto
experiences Kozai librations while also in the 3:2 mean-motion
resonance with Neptune, its orbit neither uniformly precesses
nor is it easily analytically modeled. In principle, the
non-uniform precession could make important modiﬁcations to
the impact rate. Our method to estimate the importance of this
effect was to perform full N-body 100 Myr numerical integrations
of the four outer planets and Pluto (resulting in Pluto performing
its full dynamics) along with test-particle models of the CFEPS classical (inner, hot, stirred, kernel, and outer) and resonant 3:2 Kuiper
belt sub-populations. We logged close encounters between Pluto
and the KBOs and compared the number of close encounters
logged in 100 Myr with the number expected from the Öpik code
over this length of time. The Pluto dynamics correction factor in
Table 1 accounts for this by providing the ratio of close encounters
logged in these numerical integrations to that from the Öpik estimate. To provide enough logged close encounters in the integrations to reach 10% accuracy in the correction factors, both the
numerical integrations and the Öpik estimate used for this purpose
had a Pluto encounter radius of R ¼ 0:005 AU  625 Pluto radii.

The corrected impact rates (/yr) shown in the second-to-last column of Table 1 account for the correction factors and should thus
be used in future work. The last column of Table 1 shows the percentage of the total corrected impact rate for each sub-population.
As shown in Table 1, the effect of Pluto’s Kozai dynamics, which
causes its ecliptic nodal distances to always lie in the range
’ 33—42 AU, is most important for the q > 42 AU stirred and kernel classical main objects, which have their impact rate drop by a
factor of  5 and 2.5, respectively, when corrected. As a result,
the impact rates for the q > 42 AU stirred and kernel classical main
objects are each roughly an order of magnitude lower than the
other populations that end up dominating the impact rate. The collision probability does not drop to zero due to the non-zero inclinations of some classical main KBOs. A curious phenomenon (as
described in Section 1.1.1) regarding each of the q < 42 AU classical main sub-populations is the oscillation of Pluto’s ecliptic nodal
distance over the past 4 Gyr between ’ 33 AU and ’ 42 AU which
causes its intersection with the main classical KBOs to also oscillate. When Pluto’s nodal distance is between ’ 38 AU and
’ 42 AU, roughly in the middle of the q < 42 AU main belt population, its collision probability with the main classical KBOs
increases. However, when Pluto’s orbit intersects the ecliptic plane
inside roughly 38 AU, the collision rate with the main classical
KBOs drops due to the relative absence of such low-q objects.
Surprisingly, the intersection oscillation between Pluto’s orbit
and the q < 42 AU classical main sub-populations due to Kozai
results in the same impact rate onto Pluto as for the assumption
that Pluto’s orbit uniformly precesses (i.e., the correction factor = 1.0, to 10% accuracy). The q < 42 AU hot and stirred classical
main objects compete with two other populations (see below) for
the dominant impact ﬂux onto Pluto. The classical outer objects
(which in this study include the detached objects) mostly have
q < 42 AU but, because their large semimajor axes keep them
mostly at large distances from Pluto, they experience a similar balancing phenomenon (correction factor = 1.0) and we ﬁnd that
Pluto’s Kozai oscillation contributes no appreciable correction to
their impact rate onto Pluto. In contrast, the classical inner objects
gain a non-negligible enhancement ( 30%) in their collision probability with Pluto, because they entirely lie in the region where
Pluto’s ecliptic nodal distances always remain (’ 33—42 AU) (see
Section 1.1.1).
Our study shows that the basic Öpik collision probability algorithm (not including Pluto’s Kozai effect) also underestimates the
impact rate of the plutinos (other 3:2 resonant KBOs) onto Pluto
by  50%. In this case, our numerical integration had both the

Table 1
Öpik collision probability calculations. ‘‘Classical Main H’’ is the hot classical sub-population, ‘‘Classical Main S’’ is the stirred component of the cold classicals, and ‘‘Classical Main
K’’ is the kernel component of the cold classicals (Petit et al., 2011). Impact probabilities are (/yr/object). Population estimates are for Hg < 9:0 (diameter d > 108 km, for a g-band
albedo p ¼ 5%). Impact rates are (/yr) and determined using the number of Hg < 9:0 objects in each sub-population. Pluto dynamics correction factors (see text) are accounted for
in the corrected impact rates (/yr) as well as the % of the total impact rate values. Bold values show the four sub-populations that dominate the total impact rate onto Pluto.
Kuiper belt
sub-population type

Öpik impact probability
(/yr/KBO)

Hg < 9:0 Population
estimate

Öpik impact
rate (/yr)

S.O. (15 AU 6 a 6 200 AU)
S.O. (a > 200 AU)
Classical inner
Classical Main H (q < 42 AU)
Classical Main S (q < 42 AU)
Classical Main S (q > 42 AU)
Classical Main K (q < 42 AU)
Classical Main K (q > 42 AU)
Classical outer
Resonant 3:2
Resonant 2:1
Resonant 5:2

7.5e17
1.4e18
3.9e16
4.4e16
4.0e16
4.4e16
4.3e16
4.0e16
1.0e16
5.9e16
3.3e16
1.8e16

8,000
72,000
2,200
26,000
30,000
18,000
8,300
4,700
60,000
10,000
2,700
9,000

6.0e13
1.0e13
8.6e13
1.1e11
1.2e11
7.9e12
3.6e12
1.9e12
6.0e12
5.9e12
8.9e13
1.6e12

Total

Pluto dynamics correction factor
(0.1 accuracy)

Corrected impact
rate (/yr)

% of Total
impact rate

1.3
1.0
1.0
0.2
0.9
0.4
1.0
1.5
1
1

6.0e13
1.0e13
1.1e12
1.1e11
1.2e11
1.6e12
3.2e12
7.6e13
6.0e12
8.9e12
8.9e13
1.6e12

1.3
0.2
2.3
23.0
25.1
3.4
6.7
1.6
12.6
18.6
1.9
3.3

4.8e11

100.0
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plutinos and Pluto in the 3:2 mean-motion resonance and some
plutinos also undergoing Kozai. The net result is a mild (50%)
increase of the impact rate due to the enhanced frequency of
low-velocity encounters caused by a greater frequency of close
orbital alignments. Even without the 50% correction factor, the
plutinos are comparable to the impact ﬂux of the other three dominant populations. The correction factors for the resonant 2:1 and
5:2 populations were not measured using numerical integrations,
but we do not expect them to modify the Öpik approximation to
> 10% accuracy; in any case they are comparable to each other
but down by roughly an order of magnitude from the dominant
populations. We did not include other resonant populations in
our analysis, because their contributions to Pluto’s impact ﬂux will
be small compared with the nearby and more numerous 2:1 and
5:2 populations (Gladman et al., 2012). The reader may be surprised that the scattering object impact ﬂux onto Pluto is currently
small, contributing only  2% of the total impact ﬂux. Thus, Pluto
is dominantly hit by a wider variety of Kuiper belt sub-populations
than the satellites of Jupiter and Saturn, particularly by the cold
classical objects which do not reach into the giant planet region.
Examining all the Kuiper belt sub-populations, Table 1 shows
that one is faced with the complication that no single population
dominates the impact ﬂux onto Pluto. In fact, the q < 42 AU hot
and stirred classical main, the classical outer (which include the
detached objects), and the plutino populations each provide
roughly comparable (15—25%) contributions to the total impact
ﬂux, together outweighing the sum of all other sub-populations
by roughly a factor of four. Computing impact rates and thus cratering rates onto the surface of Pluto using only a model of the cold
classical Kuiper belt objects thus underestimates the age of Pluto’s
surface, although this depends of course on the number of KBOs
assumed in the classical belt.
In detail we ﬁnd that our total impact rate of 4.8  1011/yr is a
factor of  2:5 less than estimated by Durda and Stern (2000) for
d > 100 km impactors, who found an impact rate of 1.2  1010/yr assuming 70,000 KBOs greater than this size (see their Fig. 6).
Zahnle et al. (2003) found an estimated impact rate onto Pluto of
2.3  1011/yr (within a factor of 2) for d > 100 km impactors
scaled from the calculations of (Nesvorný et al., 2000) for plutino
impacts on Pluto and from an Öpik-style estimate from W.
Bottke (private communication) and using 38,000 KBOs of this size.
Our total impact rate of 4.8  1011/yr for d > 100 km impactors
agrees within their uncertainty, even with our change in population estimates and our use of an impact velocity spectrum (which
is used to gravitationally focus the Öpik impact probabilities computed for each target and projectile orbital precession orientation)
rather than an average impact velocity. More important to the
interpretation of the New Horizons crater density observations is
that our production of an impact speed distribution allows us to
examine its inﬂuence on Pluto’s cratering rates, which have velocity dependence in the crater scaling law.
The recent paper by Bierhaus and Dones (2015) found
that the cold classical main objects (with stirred and kernel
sub-components) contribute  70% and  99% of the projectile ﬂux
onto Pluto for d > 10 km and d > 1 km, respectively. This is primarily due to their use of a steeper slope (afaint ¼ 0:38) for the cold classical main objects compared with the hot classical main objects
(afaint ¼ 0:2), citing Fraser et al. (2014). This steeper faint-end slope
for the cold classicals compared with the hot classicals causes their
contribution to increasingly dominate Pluto’s total impact ﬂux for
smaller and smaller impactor sizes. In this paper, we assume all
sub-populations have afaint ¼ 0:4 since the afaint ¼ 0:38
(+0.05, 0.09) slope for cold classicals is much better determined
than the proposed afaint ¼ 0:2 (+0.1, 0.6) for hot classicals (uncertainties quoted from Fraser et al. (2014)). For the bright end of the

size distribution, Bierhaus and Dones (2015) use the slopes for the
hot and cold classicals from Fraser et al. (2014) (abright ¼ 0:87 and
abright ¼ 1:5, respectively). Our use of abright ¼ 0:8 instead for all
Kuiper belt sub-populations has little effect on conclusions about
crater densities because we will show that D > 400 km craters
formed in the last 4 Gyr are absent, and thus only the total number
of d > 100 km projectiles is relevant in order to establish the absolute calibration linked to observed KBOs.
2.3.1. Uncertainties in the total impact rate
The uncertainty in our total impact rate comes from a variety of
factors. The Öpik impact rate (/yr) depends on the accuracy of the
population estimates used for each Kuiper belt sub-population. The
absolute calibration for scattering objects (Kaib et al., 2011) is
based on only 11 known objects (Shankman et al., 2013), contributing an uncertainty in the population estimate of
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1= N ¼ 30%; however, the scattering objects contribute only a
small fraction ( 2%) to Pluto’s impact ﬂux. Uncertainties for the
CFEPS classical and resonant population estimates are given in
Petit et al. (2011) and Gladman et al. (2012), respectively. As the
four dominating sub-populations for the impact ﬂux onto Pluto,
the population estimates for the q < 42 AU hot and stirred classical
main objects have an uncertainty of roughly 25%, the classical outers roughly 75%, and the plutinos roughly 45%. Lastly, we aimed to
have our Pluto dynamics correction factors good to 10% accuracy.
Overall, we estimate a 50% uncertainty in our total impact rate
shown in Table 1. To determine the uncertainty in how the impact
rate translates to a cratering rate, one must understand the cratering physics and the caveats discussed in Section 2.4.
2.4. Cratering rates onto Pluto
Because our analysis extends to include the impact speed distribution, there is not a simple one-to-one correspondence between
impact rate and crater formation rate larger than a given diameter
threshold. In order to convert impact rates (/yr) into primary cratering rates (/yr), we need to know the speed distribution and the differential size distribution for the individual populations (Gallant
et al., 2009), which for the CFEPS model was expressed as
dN=dH / 10aHg for Hg < 9. There are several estimates for where
a break in the Hg -magnitude size distribution occurs and how
the distribution is extrapolated to small diameters (Jewitt et al.,
1998; Gladman et al., 2001; Bernstein et al., 2004; Fraser and
Kavelaars, 2008; Fuentes and Holman, 2008; Shankman et al.,
2013; Adams et al., 2014). We simply adjust the CFEPS L7 population estimates from Hg ¼ 9:16 down to a break at Hg ¼ 9:0, and
then follow the analysis of Shankman et al. (2013) who placed a
knee or divot at Hg ¼ 9:0. We normalize the size distributions to
the number of objects with Hg < 9:0 as listed in Table 1.
For the ﬁrst time in the literature, we compute primary cratering rates using the impact speed distribution for each given Kuiper
belt sub-population (see Fig. 3), looping over the velocity bins.
Starting with the lowest velocity bin, the needed impactor diameter to create a crater of a desired size is computed using the
simple-to-complex crater scaling laws from Zahnle et al. (2003):

Ds ¼ 11:9

U2
g

!0:217  
0:783
0:333 
d
d
km
q
km

ð5Þ

and then

(
D¼

Ds

for Ds < Dtr

ðaÞ

Ds ðDs =Dtr Þn

for Ds > Dtr

ðbÞ

ð6Þ

where U is the impact velocity (in km/s), d is the impactor diameter,
and the gravitational acceleration on the surface of Pluto is
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g ¼ 64:0 cm=s2 . We assume both impactor d and target q (at surface) densities are d ¼ q ¼ 1:0 g=cm3 . To accommodate the transition from simple (Ds ) to complex (D) craters, we assume the
transition diameter Dtr ’ 4 km on Pluto (Moore et al., 2014), and
n ¼ 0:108 (McKinnon and Schenk, 1995).
It is important to note that our cratering calculations assume a
water–ice surface, and that for the case of craters formed entirely
in solid N2 (similar density) or CH4 (lower density) the simple crater diameter D corresponding to a given impactor diameter d
would shift by up to 24% (for a CH4 density of 0.52 g/cm3 (Lupo
and Lewis, 1980)).5 Contrary to icy bodies such as the saturnian
satellites, because impact velocities can be as low as 1–2 km/s, the
Pluto system has a crater scaling of (roughly) only 3–7 times the
impactor’s diameter, compared with  10—20 times as is common
elsewhere in the Solar System (Dones et al., 2009).
The slightly different crater scaling law from Housen and
Holsapple (2011) (and used by Bierhaus and Dones (2015), their
Eq. (1)), was developed from laboratory experiments studying
the ejecta (and thus secondaries) produced during the crater formation process into sand-like material. This crater scaling law
results in approximately 3% smaller simple crater diameters than
those computed from the crater scaling laws (Eqs. (5), (6a), and
(6b)) in Zahnle et al. (2003), developed for solid, non-porous geological materials. The lower limit on cratering efﬁciency is given
by porous, ‘‘sand-like’’ scaling, which gives somewhat smaller craters overall. The scaling in Housen and Holsapple (2011) (and used
by Bierhaus and Dones (2015)) could apply to the smallest craters
likely to be seen on Pluto or Charon, those formed entirely within
an icy regolith, which will slightly affect the slope of the crater production function, all other things being equal, unless saturation
occurs at the scales in question, in which case it will not matter.
For the broad range of crater sizes we discuss in this paper, the crater scaling laws from Zahnle et al. (2003) that include the
simple-to-complex transition are applied.
A caveat to applying these equations to the Pluto system is that
the physics of crater creation and the crater scaling laws have been
studied mostly for the icy galilean and saturnian satellites. For
these bodies, typical impact speeds range from 10 to 20 km/s
(hypervelocity), because orbital speeds are higher and impactors
get more gravitational focusing from the giant planets than in
the Kuiper belt, where impact speeds are typically 1–2 km/s
(potentially sub-hypervelocity). High-e scattering objects at perihelion also travel at higher orbital speeds than the lower-e classical
and resonant populations located in the Kuiper belt. For this reason, applying crater scaling laws developed for the icy satellites
of the giant planets to craters on Pluto may imprecisely convert
impact rates into cratering rates. However, given that the crater
scaling law has not been rigorously developed at slower impact
speeds (except for sand and water (Schmidt, 1980)), the best way
forward is to apply the above crater scaling laws. In addition,
Singer et al. (2013) (their Appendix A) argue that existing scaling
laws may be extrapolated to even lower speeds (those of secondary
crater formation) as long as the Hugonoit elastic limit is exceeded,
which is well satisﬁed for primary impacts on Pluto and Charon.
Once the needed impactor diameter d to create a crater of a
desired threshold diameter D at the minimum impact speed
(Pluto’s escape speed) is computed, this d is converted to a Hg -magnitude using Eq. (1), assuming a g-band albedo p of 5%. By integrating down the size distribution which is pegged at Hg ¼ 9:0 for the
population estimates shown in Table 1, the number of objects less
than the impactor Hg -magnitude (Nð< Hg Þ) is computed. Because
5

In addition, the simple-to-complex transition in these weak materials may occur
at a smaller diameter, increasing the size of a complex crater over that given in Eq.
(6b). Whether any impacts in volatile N2 and CH4 ice can long survive on Pluto’s
surface is an open question (Stern et al., 2015).

we have an impact speed distribution rather than a single impact
velocity, we must then repeat this process for each subsequently
larger velocity bin. By progressing through the impact speed distribution, slightly higher impact speeds correspond to slightly smaller
impactor diameters d for creating a ﬁxed crater diameter D. This
means that as we compute dNðHg Þ for progressively smaller impactors we add the number of additional smaller objects to the total
number of objects which can create the desired crater size. The
number of additional objects added for each subsequent velocity
bin is multiplied by the fraction of the velocity distribution with v
greater than the current velocity bin before it is added to the cumulative number of objects for the desired crater size.
Once the above process is completed out to v impact ¼ 6 km=s (the
effective end of the tail of the distribution), the cumulative number
of impactors that can make a crater larger than the desired crater
threshold is multiplied by the impact probability (/yr/object) given
in Table 1 and corrected by the ‘‘Pluto dynamics correction factor’’
also given in Table 1. The output is the current primary cratering
rate (/yr) onto Pluto for the modeled Kuiper belt sub-population
and a desired threshold crater diameter D. Note that this is
more-or-less a direct calculation of the cumulative impact rate,
and should be equivalent to the Monte Carlo approach used by
Zahnle et al. (1998) to calculate the differential impact rates on
planetary satellites from assumed cometary orbital distributions.
We ﬁrst repeated this process three times to study the variation
in how the impactor differential Hg -magnitude size distribution
might extend to d < 100 km, using three extrapolation scenarios
(Fig. 2): a single power-law with logarithmic slope a ¼ 0:8
(qslope ¼ 5); a power-law with a sudden knee at Hg ¼ 9:0, slope
abright ¼ 0:8 on the bright side of the knee, and slope afaint ¼ 0:4
(qfaint ¼ 3) on the faint side of the knee; and thirdly a power-law
with a ‘‘divot’’ at Hg ¼ 9:0 with the same abright and afaint as the knee
scenario, but with a contrast (ratio of the number of objects in the
population just bright of the divot to the number of objects just
faint of the divot) value of c ¼ 6 (Shankman et al., 2013).
Table 2 shows the current cratering rate onto Pluto for 5 different sample threshold crater diameters and these three impactor
size distribution scenarios (SPL/knee/divot), with the total cratering
rates in the last row. The single power-law is somewhat of a strawman and is used for illustrative purposes of a very steep size distribution extending down to km-scale. The 400-km-diameter crater
case corresponds roughly to a 100-km-diameter impactor travelling at 2 km/s, thus estimating the cratering rate at roughly the
break in the impactor differential size distribution. For each population this crater diameter gives roughly the same current cratering
rate for all three size distribution scenarios; they are not identical
because some smaller ‘‘post-break’’ KBOs in the high-speed tail
intrude into the D P 400 km regime. The 100-km-diameter crater
case is roughly at the limit for which we do not expect any craters
of this size or larger to exist on Pluto over 4 Gyr (at current rates).
Dropping down in scale to D P 30 km craters, one begins probing
the size distribution beyond the break where the SPL cratering rates
are roughly a factor of 250 higher than for the size distribution with
a knee. The factor of  6 between the knee and divot cratering rates
reﬂects the value of 6 used for the contrast c. The deviation of the
SPL from the knee size distribution of course increases for
still-smaller crater diameters. Thirty-km-diameter and smaller craters should be observed by New Horizons, even if Pluto is as geologically active in degrading and erasing craters as Triton (Young et al.,
2008; Moore et al., 2014).
2.5. Number of craters on Pluto’s surface
The cratering rates (/yr) given in Table 2 are for the current census of each sub-population of Kuiper belt objects. It is thought each
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Table 2
Current primary cratering rates onto Pluto using our derived impact velocity distribution for each Kuiper belt sub-population and three impactor size distribution scenarios: a
single power-law (SPL) (top), a knee (middle), and a ‘‘divot’’ (bottom) for 5 sample crater-diameter-thresholds. Cratering rates are computed from corrected impact probabilities
in Table 1. This table should not be used for surfaces expected to be greater than a few hundred Myr old.
Kuiper belt sub-population type

Current cratering rate,
D P 400 km (/yr)
SPL/knee/divot

Current cratering rate,
D P 100 km (/yr)
SPL/knee/divot

Current cratering rate,
D P 30 km (/yr)
SPL/knee/divot

Current cratering rate,
D P 10 km (/yr)
SPL/knee/divot

Current cratering rate,
D P 3 km (/yr)
SPL/knee/divot

S.O. (15 AU 6 a 6 200 AU)

2e12
1e12
7e13

9e10
5e11
8e12

2e7
7e10
1e10

4e5
9e9
2e9

1e2
2e7
3e8

Classical inner

2e12
2e12
1e12

2e9
7e11
1e11

4e7
1e9
2e10

6e5
2e8
3e9

2e2
3e7
4e8

Classical Main H (q < 42 AU)

2e11
1e11
1e11

1e8
6e10
1e10

3e6
1e8
2e9

4e4
1e7
2e8

1e1
2e6
4e7

Classical Main S (q < 42 AU)

1e11
1e11
1e11

7e9
6e10
1e10

2e6
9e9
2e9

3e4
1e7
2e8

8e2
2e6
3e7

Classical Main S (q > 42 AU)

1e12
1e12
1e12

8e10
7e11
1e11

2e7
1e9
2e10

3e5
2e8
2e9

1e2
3e7
4e8

Classical Main K (q < 42 AU)

3e12
3e12
3e12

2e9
2e10
3e11

5e7
2e9
4e10

7e5
3e8
5e9

2e2
5e7
9e8

Classical Main K (q > 42 AU)

7e13
7e13
7e13

4e10
4e11
6e12

1e7
6e10
1e10

2e5
7e9
1e9

5e3
1e7
2e8

Classical outer

1e11
1e11
7e12

7e9
4e10
7e11

2e6
7e9
1e9

3e4
8e8
1e8

9e2
1e6
2e7

Resonant 3:2

1e11
1e11
8e12

8e9
5e10
9e11

2e6
8e9
1e9

3e4
1e7
1.7e8

1e1
2e6
3e7

Resonant 2:1

1e12
1e12
8e13

7e10
5e11
9e12

2e7
8e10
1e10

3e5
1e8
2e9

8e3
2e7
3e8

Resonant 5:2

3e12
2e12
2e12

2e9
9e11
2e11

4e7
2e9
3e10

6e5
2e8
3e9

2e2
3e7
6e8

Total

7e11
6e11
5e11

4e8
3e9
5e10

1e5
4e8
7e9

2e3
5e7
9e8

5e1
9e6
2e6

of these sub-populations have naturally dynamically depleted with
time at differing rates over the last  4 Gyr, so in order to convert
the cratering rates into the cumulative number of craters on Pluto’s
surface, we used theoretically estimated decay rates for each
Kuiper belt population and integrated backwards in time to determine the enhancement. The time period we feel that can be reliably studied is Pluto’s post-installation phase from 3.9 Gyr ago to
the present day, where it is reasonable to assume only the number
of projectiles in each population has changed, but the orbital distributions have remained the same because the Solar System architecture has not changed. We use the functional form:


b
NðtÞ
4:5 Gyr
¼
;
N0
t

0:5 < t < 4:5 Gyr

ð7Þ

for the decay rate of each Kuiper belt sub-population, where NðtÞ is
the number of objects in the population at some time t measured in
Gyr forward from 4.0 Gyr ago, N0 is the number of objects in the
population today at t  4:5 Gyr (see Table 1). The value of b is estimated from Kuchner et al. (2002), Hahn and Malhotra (2005), and
Lykawka and Mukai (2005) for the classical Kuiper belt objects
(where we take b ¼ 0:1), from Morbidelli (1997) and Tiscareno
and Malhotra (2009) for the resonant 3:2 objects (b ¼ 0:52), from
Tiscareno and Malhotra (2009) for the resonant 2:1 objects

(b ¼ 0:77), and from Hahn and Malhotra (2005) for the resonant
5:2 objects (b ¼ 0:05). The scattering objects are estimated for the
time period 100 Myr < t < 4 Gyr using the data from Dones et al.
(2004) directly (their Fig. 8), because a power-law does not represent the simulations well. A power-law of the form NðtÞ / t b with
b  0:7 for the time period 9 Myr < t < 4 Gyr approximately ﬁts the
decay (L. Dones, private communication, 2014), but only ﬁts well at
the end-points of the data so we chose to use the simulation results
directly to compute the enhancement.
The enhanced bombardment factor (EBF) shown in Table 3 was
computed by integrating the above functional form (Eq. (7)) over
the past 4 Gyr (t  0:5—4:5 Gyr), comparing the integrated number
of objects over the past 4 Gyr to that of a constant population. The
EBF is thus a scaling factor needed to account for the decay of each
Kuiper belt sub-population over the past 4 Gyr. It should be interpreted as the cumulative number of depleting objects in the past
being equivalent to a constant population over the last 4 Gyr that
is some multiplicative factor more than the current population.
For example, the b value for the plutinos implies that this population was  3:2 times as populous 4 Gyr ago as it is today (from Eq.
(7)); its EBF of 1.53 means the integrated number of impacts from
the decaying population over the age of the Solar System is equivalent to that from a constant population 1.53 times larger than
today’s.
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Table 3 presents the number of craters larger than a given
threshold crater diameter D obtained by multiplying Table 2’s cratering rates by 4 Gyr and the EBF for each sub-population. For
example, the number of craters with D P 30 km generated by
the plutinos for a divoted impactor size distribution was found
the following way: (1 x 109) * (4  109) * (1.53) = 8 craters.
We ﬁnd that the 3:2 resonant population is the largest single
contributor to the integrated collisional history onto Pluto,
accounting for about a quarter of its impact craters over the last
4 Gyr. Compared with the other three competing populations that
provide major contributions to Pluto’s current impact ﬂux (the
q < 42 AU hot and stirred classical main objects and the classical
outer objects), the 3:2 objects have decayed the most over the past
4 Gyr, making them more dominant than these impactor population contributions when integrated over Pluto’s post-installation
phase. Even with an EBF of 4.9, the scattering objects contribute little to Pluto’s collisional history over the last 4 Gyr, only contributing roughly half as much as each of the q < 42 AU hot and stirred
classical main objects and the classical outer objects. Thus, strictly
speaking, the population of bodies that have cratered Pluto and
Charon over the past 4 Gyr include a wider variety than those that
impacted the giant-planet satellites. In particular, Pluto and Charon
have been impacted by the cold classical belt objects in addition to
the hot populations (the scattering objects, hot classical objects,
and the resonant populations) whereas the cold classicals do not
reach far enough into the giant planet region to impact the outer
Solar System satellites. Although the scattering objects and the
plutinos may have been drawn from the same parent population
long ago and thus show the same size distribution, the cold classical belt might have a different break point, and is known to have a
steeper Hg < 9 slope (e.g., (Petit et al., 2011; Fraser et al., 2014;
Adams et al., 2014)), which together with its redder colors
(Doressoundiram et al., 2008; Sheppard, 2012) make it a separate
population from the scattering, resonant, and hot classical Kuiper
belt objects, possibly in situ in origin. It is also interesting to note
that Table 3 indicates there is only a 20  30% chance that Pluto
has even one impact basin (D > 400 km formed by d J 100 km
impactors) formed in the current (i.e. post-installation) impacting
environment.
3. Discussion
We anticipate that the interpretation of the cratering record
will be fraught with complications, as we now describe.
3.1. Interpretation of young surfaces
If New Horizons ﬁnds a surface that appears ‘‘lightly-cratered’’
or ‘‘young’’ (especially if portions of Pluto or Charon have low crater densities similar to Triton), then one would ﬁrst compute a crater retention age using the ‘‘current day’’ cratering rates given in
Table 2. With very young regions there is always the difﬁculty of
being sure one is selecting a region with a single coherent
re-surfacing age, but let us assume this could be done. If the calculated age is small enough that the decay of the impactor populations is not a concern (roughly a few hundred million years),
then the uncertainty on this derived age will depend essentially
entirely on the assumption of which extrapolation one prefers for
projectiles smaller than the break diameter in the impactor size
distribution. Our calculations show that unless the single
power-law impactor size distribution or some other steep size–frequency distribution (SFD) (e.g., cases A and B in Zahnle et al. (2003)
and Schlichting et al. (2013)) actually were the correct model, all
cratered surfaces will be unsaturated over the last 3.9 Gyr for
D > 1 km. Melosh (1989), Eq. (10.2.10), shows saturation occurs

when the cumulative crater density N cs ¼ 1:54D2 or the relative
crater frequency R ¼ 3:12. As an example, Fig. 4 shows the cumulative number of craters per square km that are larger than several
threshold crater diameters D versus the crater retention age of a
surface on Pluto. If the crater density of D P 3 km craters on a
2

young surface were to be 104:5 km , then one would conclude a
retention age of  100 Myr if the knee model is the best representation of the size distribution; in contrast, if the power-law break
located up at impactor diameters of 100 km is a divot, this same
surface would require nearly  600 Myr of exposure to reach the
same crater density. At small crater diameters the inﬂuence of
the relatively tiny number of projectiles larger than the impactor
power-law break diameter is irrelevant and this age ratio is essentially the contrast at the transition diameter. So, how can one know
which (if any) assumption/distribution is valid?
3.2. The issue of the size distribution below the break
At ﬁrst glance, one might hope that Pluto’s crater record will
itself provide information that resolves the uncertainty in the
behavior of the size distribution near the power-law break diameter, for without this resolution the factor-of-six is inherent and
dwarfs all other uncertainties in the problem for the case of a
single-slope extrapolation of the impactor size distribution to
sub-km sizes. Unfortunately, our calculations show that over the
last  4 Gyr, Pluto is unlikely to have been struck by even a single
impactor with a diameter larger than the break (d  100 km,
D  400 km; see Table 3), so on any surface that post-dates
Pluto’s installation onto its current orbit (if any exist) we expect
to see only craters caused by the projectiles smaller than 100 km
in diameter.
However, if any young surfaces are visible upon arrival in the
Pluto system, those young surfaces should record the slope or
slopes of the size distribution over the range of visible craters.
For example, if the entire surface of Pluto appears, like Triton, to
be relatively young, then the existing craters will reﬂect the size–
frequency distribution (SFD) of the production population (at least,
down to the diameter where pollution by secondaries (Section 3.5)
begins). In particular it should be trivial to differentiate between,
e.g., the single power-law size distribution with a ’ 0:8 (q ’ 5)
and a shallower slope of afaint  0:4 (qfaint  3), most likely measured using craters in the 1–100 km diameter range. While ﬁnding
the shallower of these two slopes would rule out the steep
abright ¼ 0:8 power-law continuing uninterrupted from the break
diameter down to impactors in the sub-km-scale range, measuring
an afaint ¼ 0:4 does not resolve the question of how that connects to
the well-measured and absolutely-calibrated projectile population
with d > 100 km. Our estimates (Table 3) show that we do not
expect the changing shape caused by the impactor distribution
near the break (expected to be recorded only in the 200–500 km
crater diameter range) to exist in post-installation terrains. This
is illustrated in Fig. 5, which shows the cumulative crater density
for craters larger than a threshold diameter D for the knee and
divot impactor size distribution extrapolation scenarios for different surface ages. The solid black line in Fig. 5 is the crater equilibrium curve from Melosh (1989), his Fig. 10.2, which is 0:07N s or
approximately R = 0.2 in that ﬁgure. The horizontal dashed line at
7.2 corresponds to 1 crater/Pluto surface, meaning any ﬁnite crater density below this line will not be realized on Pluto in the last
4 Gyr. Thus, one cannot use the size distribution of craters present
on ‘‘younger’’ terrains to differentiate between the knee and divot
scenarios.
This being the case, obtaining better than ‘‘factor-of-six’’ crater
retention ages in the Pluto system from our models will require
one of two resolutions. First, future observations of the Kuiper belt
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Table 3
Cumulative number of craters over the past  4 Gyr on the surface of Pluto for 5 sample crater diameters for the three impactor size distribution scenarios (SPL/knee/divot) given
in Table 2. EBF stands for the enhanced bombardment factor that is the scaling needed to account for the decay of each sub-population over the past 4 Gyr.
Kuiper belt sub-population type

EBF

Crater number
Dcrater P 400 km
SPL/knee/divot

Crater number
Dcrater P 100 km
SPL/knee/divot

S.O. (15 AU 6 a 6 200 AU)

4.9

3e2
3e2
1e2

18
0.9
0.1

Classical inner

1.08

1e2
9e3
5e3

6
0.3
0.06

Classical Main H (q < 42 AU)

1.08

7e2
6e2
4e2

40
3
0.5

Classical Main S (q < 42 AU)

1.08

5e2
5e2
5e2

30
2
0.5

Classical Main S (q > 42 AU)

1.08

6e3
6e3
6e3

4
0.3
0.06

Classical Main K (q < 42 AU)

1.08

1e2
1e2
1e2

8
0.6
0.1

Classical Main K (q > 42 AU)

1.08

3e3
3e3
3e3

2
0.2
0.03

Classical outer

1.08

5e2
5e2
3e2

30
2
0.3

Resonant 3:2

1.53

8e2
7e2
5e2

Resonant 2:1

1.94

Resonant 5:2

1.04

Total

Crater number
Dcrater P 10 km
SPL/knee/divot

Crater number
Dcrater P 3 km
SPL/knee/divot

5000
10
2

7e+5
2e+2
3e+1

2e+8
3e+3
5e+2

2000
5
0.8

3e+5
7e+1
1e+1

8e+7
1e+3
2e+2

10000
40
7

2e+6
5e+2
9e+1

5e+8
9e+3
2e+3

8000
40
7

1e+6
5e+2
8e+1

4e+8
9e+3
1e+3

2e+5
6e+1
1e+1

4e+7
1e+3
2e+2

3e+5
1e+2
2e+1

9e+7
2e+3
4e+2

8e+4
3e+1
5e+0

2e+7
5e+2
9e+1

8000
30
5

1e+6
4e+2
6e+1

4e+8
6e+3
1e+3

50
3
0.5

10000
50
8

2e+6
6e+2
1e+2

6e+8
1e+4
2e+3

9e3
8e3
7e3

5
0.4
0.07

1000
6
1

2e+5
8e+1
1e+1

6e+7
1e+3
2e+2

1e2
1e2
7e3

6
0.4
0.07

2000
6
1

3e+5
8e+1
1e+1

8e+7
1e+3
2e+2

0.3
0.3
0.2

200
10
2

50000
200
40

8e+6
3e+3
4e+2

3e+9
5e+4
8e+3

that carefully probe the d ¼ 10—100 km impactor size range
(Hg ¼ 9—14) should directly establish the number distribution of
the current projectile population in an absolutely-calibrated way.
This is most likely to be done ﬁrst for populations whose members
come to the smallest heliocentric distances (allowing detection of
the smaller objects when they are at perihelion); meaningful
improvements are most likely to be made in the near future by
continuing to study the scattering objects (for which studies in
the range Hg ¼ 9—13 are already possible (Shankman et al.,
2013; Adams et al., 2014)) or even more likely in the more plentiful
plutino population (for which deeper surveys can probe down to
Hg  11 at the 28 AU perihelion of this population)
(Alexandersen et al., 2014). While there currently are thus fragments of the observed size distributions across the outer Solar
System small body populations, the entire diameter range is
needed to make deﬁnitive statements about crater retention ages
on the surfaces of Pluto and its moons.
Secondly, failing direct study of the current impactor population, it may be possible to at least detect the presence of the divot
in Pluto’s or Charon’s cratering record itself. Because the current
cratering rate is so low, we conclude the divot could only be visible
on surfaces that predate the Pluto–Charon binary installation in
the current Kuiper belt architecture. This could permit
D  200—400 km craters (which we shall term ‘‘basins’’) that are

Crater number
Dcrater P 30 km
SPL/knee/divot

900
5
0.8
2000
10
2
500
3
0.4

caused by d ¼ 50—100 km impactors under the current bombardment to be present on ancient surfaces.
What would be the signature on the crater distribution as the
bombardment accumulates to the point where the power-law
break diameter’s craters become present? The most obvious manifestation of this will be in the number of basins present relative to
the number expected by extrapolation of the D < 100 km craters to
larger diameters; this produces very different behavior in the knee
and divot scenarios as illustrated in Fig. 2. This can also be seen in
Fig. 5 of the cumulative crater density. In Fig. 5, the sharp
power-law break present in Fig. 2 has smoothed out to a broader
slope change due to both the cumulative nature of this plot and
the width of the impact velocity spectrum. The peak of the divot,
for example, is still at D  400 km, but the slope change manifests
itself over a broad range of crater diameters (D  100 km to
D  600 km). Working from small projectiles up in Fig. 2, the small
craters follow the shallow slope of the afaint ¼ 0:4 (qfaint ¼ 3) impactor distribution, but upon reaching a knee, the slope changes to a
much steeper abright ¼ 0:8 (qfaint ¼ 5) large-impactor distribution
which results in considerably fewer basins than the extrapolation
of the shallower power-law would detect. In contrast, in a divot
scenario there is a sudden excess of projectiles in the
d ¼ 100—200 km range, and so there would be far more basins present than an extrapolation of the small craters would estimate. The
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range, and is statistically consistent with the Shankman et al.
(2013) divot in the scattering object impactor population. Using
the crater scaling law of Eqs. (5), (6a), and (6b), assuming the following is true on Iapetus: g ¼ 23 g=cm2 , d ¼ q ¼ 1 g=cm3 ,
U ¼ 4:5 km=s, Dtr ¼ 15 km (from Zahnle et al. (2003)), a divot (at
impactor d ¼ 100 km) corresponds to a crater diameter
D ¼ 600 km on Iapetus (to be compared with D ¼ 400 km on
Pluto). The peak in Fig. 7 at roughly D ¼ 400 km could be the signature of the divot; note the factor of six (value of the contrast c
in the ‘‘divoted’’ size distribution) between the average R-value
of  0:04 for the 100 km < D < 300 km basins and R ¼ 0:25 for
the D  400 km basins in Fig. 7.
The minor discrepancy between the 600 km predicted crater
diameter D corresponding to the divot on Iapetus and what
appears to be the divot in Fig. 6 at D ¼ 400 km would be eliminated
if one adjusted the assumed impactor albedo used to compute the
impactor diameter corresponding to the Hg -magnitude (Eq. 1) for
which the divot is pegged. Creating a crater with D ¼ 400 km on
Iapetus requires an impactor with diameter d ’ 60 km, while
D ¼ 600 km corresponds to d ’ 100 km. Because constant ﬂux

10

1

0.1

0.01
0.001
0.0001

2

0.001

0.01

0.1

1

Fig. 4. Logarithm of primary crater density (# craters/km2) on Pluto’s surface versus
age (Gyr) since last surface reset for 5 crater diameters and three impactor size
distribution scenarios. For a given crater diameter, the inferred crater retention age
can vary widely depending on assumptions of the size distribution. The horizontal
line at 7.2 corresponds to 1 crater/Pluto surface. Note that the D P 100 km crater
curve for the SPL nearly overlaps the D P 30 km crater curve for the knee scenario.
Some SPL curves cease to rise above the empirically determined saturation level for
the diameter in question (Melosh (1989); his Fig. 10.2). The dynamical depletion of
the Kuiper belt sub-populations can be seen for crater retention ages near 4 Gyr.

horizontal line in Fig. 5 at 7.2 corresponds to 1 crater/Pluto surface. If the pre-installation bombardment is factors of many larger,
and preserved, then this signal of a knee vs a divot will become
accessible on Pluto’s surface. This sudden basin excess is represented by a positive slope on a relative crater frequency (R) plot
normalized to a differential D3 distribution as is shown in Fig. 6
(Arvidson et al., 1979). The horizontal dashed line in Fig. 6 refers
to the approximate empirically observed level of crater saturation
on various Solar System bodies (see Melosh (1989), chapter 10,
Fig. 10.2). The black squares correspond to 1 crater/Pluto surface
on a cumulative plot, so unfortunately nothing to the right of those
dots is expected to be visible on Pluto’s post-installation terrains.
Many times the current integrated bombardment rate would be
needed from Pluto’s pre-installation period to move the basin signal to the visible diameter range on Pluto.
In fact, we postulate that such a basin-excess feature has
already been observed on Saturn’s large moon Iapetus. Iapetus
has been geologically inactive for its observable history; this and
its distance from Saturn make Iapetus the best template to potentially record ancient Kuiper belt (scattering object) impacts. Dones
et al. (2009) demonstrate that craters of this D > 400 km scale are
more than an order of magnitude more abundant than extrapolation of current impact rates (based on small impactors (their
Fig. 19.5 and Table 19.4)) suggests. This is also illustrated in
Fig. 7 using relative crater densities from Kirchoff and Schenk
(2010), where the R-values for basins of D  400 km are clearly
substantially larger than those in the 100-to-400 km diameter

/ p  d , where p is the albedo, a decrease in the divot impactor
diameter d by a factor of (100 km/60 km) = 1.7 requires an albedo
increase by a factor of 2.9 in order to move the crater diameter corresponding to the divot from D ¼ 600 km to D ¼ 400 km in Fig. 7.
This would require modifying our nominal p ¼ 0:05 albedo to
’ 0:15. Observations estimate TNO albedos range from ’ 2:5% to
’ 25% (Stansberry et al., 2008; Lacerda et al., 2014; Fraser et al.,
2014) so a mean visual albedo of p ¼ 15% may be reasonable. It
is intruguing that one can use the basin excess on ancient cratered

0.01

0.001

0.0001

1

10

100

1000

Fig. 5. Logarithm of crater density (# craters/km2) larger than a given crater
diameter D on Pluto’s surface versus the logarithm of the crater diameter for an
impactor size distribution with a knee and with a divot at various surface ages. The
solid black line is the crater equilibrium curve from Melosh (1989), his Fig. 10.2,
which is R = 0.22 or cumulative number 0:07N s in his ﬁgure. The horizontal line at
7.2 corresponds to 1 crater/Pluto surface. The subtle change in slope at D ¼ 4 km
corresponds to the transition from simple to complex craters.
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Fig. 6. Relative crater frequency plot of the same information in Fig. 5. The bump at
D  400 km is due to the divot. The black squares correspond to 1 crater/Pluto
surface on a cumulative plot, so unfortunately nothing to the right of those dots will
likely be visible on Pluto’s post-installation terrains, except by statistical ﬂuctuation. It would require many times the current integrated bombardment rate to
bring this portion of the relative crater frequency to the visible range on Pluto. The
sudden slope change at D ¼ 4 km corresponds to the transition from simple to
complex craters as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 7. Relative crater densities as determined by Kirchoff and Schenk (2010) for
Iapetus, the second largest midsized moon of Saturn. Compare with Fig. 6. Cratered
plains (cp) refer to broad counting regions. The horizontal line is empirical
saturation. Note the factor of six (value of the contrast c in the ‘‘divoted’’ impactor
size distribution) between the average R-value of  0:04 for the
100 km < D < 300 km basins and R ¼ 0:25 for the D  400 km basins.

surfaces to ﬁnd the physical impactor diameter corresponding to
the divot, and therefore the albedo, given the uncertainty inherent
in the crater scaling law. Because the uncertainties in the crater
scaling law (Eqs. (5), (6a), and (6b)) outweigh the uncertainty in
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TNO albedo measurements, the albedo uncertainties are not
important to the interpretations presented in this paper.
However, given that the scattering objects are the primary
impacting population onto Iapetus one would not expect the ‘‘excess basin’’ feature to have arisen in the past 4 Gyr, but rather during the ﬁrst 0.5 Gyr of Solar System evolution (sometimes referred
to as the Late Heavy Bombardment (LHB), at least in regard to
Saturn). Such a feature would be natural if the outer Solar
System projectile population had a primordial divot at the break
diameter of d  100 km. In a plausible ‘‘born big’’ accretional scenario (discussed in Shankman et al. (2013) and Johansen et al.
(2014)), the ‘‘smaller’’ d < 100 km projectiles could be extremely
underabundant because they only exist as the collisional fragments
of the d > 100 km bodies that are the result of planetesimal formation; the small bodies slowly rise in number during the subsequent
collisional evolution (see Campo Bagatin and Benavidez (2012) and
Benavidez et al. (2012) for an illustration).
If Pluto, or possibly Charon, preserves its ancient surface, we
expect a similar pattern of a large-basin excess to have been created when Pluto was in its pre-installation location, where the crater production rate was much higher but typical impact speeds
may have been even lower6 than in the modern environment.
How visible this basin excess signal will be on Pluto depends on
whether crater saturation has been reached and whether even in a
saturated state the signature can persist (although the Iapetus case
implies it can). Because the general form of the production population can be retained even in the saturated state when large impacts
dominate, as Chapman and McKinnon (1986) and Richardson (2009)
both conclude, this ‘‘basin excess’’ should still be present in terrains
even after speciﬁc chronological utility has been lost. Such a terrain
would still indicate a roughly 4 Gyr crater retention age. Note that
the crater distribution superposed on the basin and its ejecta blanket
could potentially provide an individual basin’s age.

3.3. Returning to crater retention ages for young surfaces
Even if a basin excess is observed on Pluto or Charon, it may
simply provide evidence for the presence of a divot in the impactor
size distribution. This would not alleviate all uncertainties in the
crater retention ages for young surfaces, because a precise measure
of the contrast is needed to tell us how the well-characterized
impactor size distribution connects to d < 100 km impactors that
produce the measurable crater densities on Pluto. If the observed
D < 100 km crater production function slope has a value of
a ’ 0:4 or greater, then one is in the regime in which the small craters will saturate ﬁrst. Thus, we expect that it will be possible to
assign model-dependent surface ages, either using the
most-abundant (small) craters visible in unsaturated regions, or
using the diameters above which the surface is not saturated if
the smallest craters have reached saturation (this is standard for
‘‘steep’’ impactor populations). We remind the reader that referring to ‘‘shallow’’ and ‘‘steep’’ size distributions in the outer Solar
System is different than for the inner Solar System. What we refer
to as a ‘‘shallow’’ Kuiper belt population (with afaint ¼ 0:4 and
qfaint ¼ 3) is actually on the steep end insofar as inner Solar
System crater populations are concerned (e.g., Chapman and
McKinnon (1986), although when represented on a R plot, q ¼ 3
is actually neither shallow nor steep), thus populations with
a  0:8 (q  5) are much steeper than are ever discussed in inner
Solar System cratering. To quantify this, Fig. 6 shows that an R
value of  0:02 at D ¼ 1 km corresponds to about 1 Gyr of
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Recall that typical encounter speeds (velocity at inﬁnity) go as v 1  v kep e2 þ i2
for small eccentricity e and inclination i allowing v 1
2 km=s in a dynamically cold
pre-installation phase, where e < 0:01 may be typical.
6
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bombardment for a knee scenario, but  4 Gyr for a divot. Because
this is not saturated (R value < 0:2), if these impactor distributions
are valid, any surface region reset after Pluto’s installation onto its
current orbit should not be saturated (except possibly at sub-km
scales or by secondary craters; see Section 3.5) and a
model-dependent age could be provided. Conversely, assuming
the small impactor size distribution extrapolation follows a single
slope of afaint ¼ 0:4, any saturated surface in D P 1 km craters necessarily dates to the pre-installation phase in which there is no
absolute calibration of the bombardment rate; we would conclude
that little can thus be said about such a region other than it must
date to at least J 4 Gyr ago.

however it would only be important if the size distribution has a
very steep slope down to small diameters, causing the abundant
population of small (sub-km) Kuiper belt objects to collisionally
evolve over the past 4 Gyr. Because this is at the small end of the
size distribution, it would only affect the crater production function in the few-km crater diameter regime. Such a scenario would
cause the ages computed in our analysis for few km craters to be
too long since collisional evolution would infer more little
(sub-km) Kuiper belt objects existed in the past than are present
in the population today. The few-km-diameter crater regime, however, reaches into the population of secondary craters, which is not
a complication we include in our analysis. The collisional evolution
of the Kuiper belt, thus does not largely affect our analysis of the
crater production functions on Pluto.

3.4. The effect of varying afaint
3.5. Secondary craters
To cover a portion of the plausible range of values for the logarithmic slope at the small end (d < 100 km) of the impactor size
distribution, we computed cratering rates for two additional
single-slope extrapolation afaint values: afaint ¼ 0:3 (qfaint ¼ 2:5)
and afaint ¼ 0:5 (qfaint ¼ 3:5). Table 4 shows the total cratering rates
for these two values of afaint as well as a repeat of the last line of
Table 2 where afaint ¼ 0:4 (qfaint ¼ 3). The SPL is absent in Table 4
because the SPL cratering rates do not change when afaint is varied.
D P 400 km craters correspond to roughly the impactor diameter
at the break in the power-law size distribution, so the cratering
rates at this threshold diameter are also unchanged as afaint varies.
As one moves to smaller diameters, the cratering rates for different
slopes diverge, while the factor-of-six difference between the knee
and divot scenarios is maintained for crater diameters corresponding to d < 100 km impactors.
Fig. 8 compares the 4 Gyr relative crater frequency curves from
Fig. 6 with the afaint ¼ 0:3 and afaint ¼ 0:5 cases. The ﬁgure indicates
saturation for D K 20 km and D K 3 km for the afaint ¼ 0:5 knee and
divot scenarios, respectively, in ’ 4 Gyr of bombardment. Thus, a
saturated surface in D  1 km craters does not necessarily date to
the pre-installation phase. This only further complicates the interpretation of Pluto’s cratering record.
Because New Horizons should be able to observe craters down
to 1–2 km in diameter on the encounter hemisphere, and down to
500 m in diameter in a high-resolution swath (Young et al., 2008;
Moore et al., 2014), saturation in either D K 20 km craters or
D K 3 km craters could be visible on 6 4 Gyr terrains if
afaint ¼ 0:5. No saturation in D K 20 km craters would put an upper
limit on the value of afaint at 6 0:5, for a heavily cratered terrain and
if the impactor size distribution has a single-slope extrapolation in
either the form of a knee or a divot at d ¼ 100 km down to sub-km
sizes. For 10 6 D 6 100 km, the slope of the production function
may be able to be measured. Again, the slope alone will not be sufﬁcient to provide an absolute age.
Fig. 8 clearly indicates that afaint  0:35 would produce a ﬂat
distribution on the R-plot (corresponding to qfaint ¼ 2:75). Varying
afaint slightly changes the amount of basin excess visible in the
divot scenario, but this will not be discernible. The afaint ¼ 0:3
(qfaint ¼ 2:5) curve shows a situation where a long-term bombardment would eventually saturate at the largest size craters before
the smaller size craters, but in this case, even the smallest primary
craters will be far below saturation in 4 Gyr of bombardment. For
afaint ¼ 0:5, craters with D 6 3 km or D 6 20 km would be saturated
for the divot and knee scenarios, respectively. This would mean a
more restricted visible crater diameter range (larger than saturation) would be usable for making inferences about the production
population.
Collisional evolution of the Kuiper belt size distribution would
also affect the crater production function observed on Pluto,

The discussion has so far concentrated on primary craters.
Secondary craters are expected on Pluto and Charon as well
(Bierhaus and Dones, 2015), although of course they are generally
much smaller than the primary craters that cause them. A general
rule of thumb is that the largest secondaries are 0.05 the size of a
given primary (Melosh, 1989), which is in line with more recent
studies of icy satellite secondaries (Bierhaus et al., 2012; Singer
et al., 2013). Although the largest, proximal secondaries on icy
satellites can reach 0.1 the size of their generative primary, the
sizes of distant secondaries, which are the ones that can be confused with the primary population (McEwen and Bierhaus, 2006),
are much smaller. Secondary populations are generally quite
‘‘steep’’, with differential size–frequency indices (akin to qslope for
the impactor populations) > 3. Thus, steep crater SFDs on Pluto
or Charon at sizes of a few km or less (Bierhaus and Dones,
2015) should be interpreted cautiously. This will depend on the
characteristics of the global crater population, however; if there
are relatively few large craters or basins, then their inﬂuence on
the small crater population that New Horizons can resolve will be
negligible. In addition, it is unclear if all characteristics of secondary crater production hold for the sub-hypervelocity impact
regime. New Horizons should be able to ﬁnd out, however. The
exchange of ejecta between Pluto, Charon, and the four smaller
satellites is possible (Stern, 2009). However, the resulting sesquinary craters produced by this exchange will be difﬁcult to distinguish from secondary craters on Pluto.
3.6. Implications of a ‘‘wavy’’ size distribution
The above analysis has been performed assuming a single-slope
extrapolation from d > 100 km impactors to smaller sizes. More
likely, the break in the size distribution at d ¼ 100 km is instead
the ﬁrst of several slope changes between the d > 100 km impactors and the sub-km regime as the ‘‘wavy’’ size distributions of
the asteroid belt show. Proposals for outer Solar System populations were made by Minton et al. (2012) (hereafter referred to as
M12) and Schlichting et al. (2013) (hereafter referred to as S13).
S13’s model for the collision-generated population of KBOs today
(shown in their Fig. 7) has abright ¼ 0:6 (qbright ¼ 4) for d > 60 km,
afaint1 ¼ 0:2 (qfaint1 ¼ 2) for 20 km < d < 60 km, afaint2 ¼ 0:96
(qfaint2 ¼ 5:8) for 2 km < d < 20 km, afaint3 ¼ 0:32 (qfaint3 ¼ 2:6) for
0.2 km < d < 2 km, and afaint4 ¼ 0:54 (qfaint4 ¼ 3:7) for 0.02 km
< d < 0:2 km. S13 state the only difference between their small
KBO size distribution and the results of the saturnian crater analysis of M12 (their Fig. 1) is that M12 ﬁnd a shallower slope of
afaint2 ¼ 0:64 (qfaint2 ¼ 4:2) for the 2 km < d < 20 km range.
D. Minton (private communication, 2014) states M12 was
preliminary, so we use his model as stated in Schlichting et al.
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Table 4
Total current primary cratering rates onto Pluto for two impactor size distribution scenarios: a knee (top) and a ‘‘divot’’ (bottom) for 5 sample crater threshold diameters with
three different values of logarithmic slope afaint .
Logarithmic slope, afaint

Current cratering rate
D P 400 km
(/yr)
Knee/divot

Current cratering rate
D P 100 km
(/yr)
Knee/divot

Current cratering rate
D P 30 km
(/yr)
Knee/divot

Current cratering rate
D P 10 km
(/yr)
Knee/divot

Current cratering rate
D P 3 km
(/yr)
Knee/divot

0.3

6e11
4e11

1e9
3e10

1e8
2e9

8e8
1e8

7e7
1e7

0.4

6e11
5e11

3e9
5e10

4e8
7e9

5e7
9e8

9e6
2e6

0.5

6e11
5e11

5e9
8e10

2e7
3e8

4e6
6e7

1e4
2e5

10

1

0.1

0.01

0.001

0.0001

1

10
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Fig. 8. Relative crater frequency plot, similar to Fig. 6, but for three values of afaint
over 4 Gyr of ﬂux. The black squares correspond to 1 crater/Pluto surface on a
cumulative plot, so unfortunately nothing to the right of those dots will likely be
visible on Pluto’s post-installation terrains, except by statistical ﬂuctuation. The
sudden slope change at D ¼ 4 km corresponds to the transition from simple to
complex craters.

(2013) simply as another illustrative example of a ‘‘wavy’’ size
distribution.
Portions of this ‘‘waviness’’ below d ¼ 100 km may already have
been observed in the size distribution observations of the Jupiter
family comets (JFCs) by Solontoi et al. (2012). Their Fig. 10 shows
the cumulative number of JFCs as a function of radius assuming
an albedo of p ¼ 0:04. They ﬁnd a break in the size distribution
at d  6 km from a ¼ 0:73 for d  6—12 km to a ¼ 0:2 for
d  2—6 km. This break between the steep and shallow slopes does
not quite match the location of the M12 and S13 models near
d ¼ 2 km where the latter models change from a steep slope
(afaint2 ¼ 0:96 or afaint2 ¼ 0:64) to a shallower slope (afaint1 ¼ 0:32).
However, repeating the albedo exercise of Section 3.2, an albedo
p ¼ 0:24 provides a factor of 3 decrease in break diameter (from
d ¼ 6 km to d ¼ 2 km), which would shift the Solontoi et al.

(2012) size distribution break to align with the similar diameter
break in the M12 and S13 models at d ¼ 2 km.
To illustrate how multiple slope changes in the KBO size distribution affects the cratering history of Pluto, we modeled the
described size distributions of M12 and S13 by pegging these
two size distributions to the CFEPS KBO sub-population estimates
at Hg ¼ 9:0 (corresponding to d ¼ 108 km assuming an albedo of
p ¼ 0:05). Fig. 9 shows the cumulative crater density on Pluto using
the M12 and S13 impactor size distributions. Because this is a
cumulative plot, the abrupt slope transitions smooth out over a
range of crater diameters. The smoothing effect is enhanced by
our use of the realistic impact velocity spectrum. The two models
lie on top of each other for D J 100 km, then diverge due to their
different slopes from 10 km K D K 100 km before becoming parallel for D K 10 km where their slopes once again match. The solid
diagonal black line in Fig. 9, representing crater equilibrium, indicates the S13 impactor size distribution saturates for any
D K 20 km in 4 Gyr, while the M12 model does not saturate for
D P 1 km. The S13 model in fact saturates for D K 12 km craters
in only  1 Gyr. To link this back to the discussion in Section 3.4,
both the S13 and afaint ¼ 0:5 size distribution models saturate for
D K 10 km craters, so observing saturated craters at this diameter
range in New Horizons images will not determine the preferred
size distribution model alone. The shape of the production function
may nonetheless be present in Pluto’s cratering record for craters
with 10 km K D K 100 km, however, as long as saturation of the
entire surface in small craters does not corrupt (i.e., degrade recognition of) the D ¼ 10—100 km range.
Fig. 10 compares the relative crater frequency for the M12 and
S13 models with the single-slope knee and divot scenarios presented earlier, for three sample bombardment durations. The drop
in relative crater frequency from D  400 km and D  100 km in
Fig. 10 for the M12 and S13 models is due to their shallow slope
(afaint1 ¼ 0:2) in this crater diameter range being less than
a  0:35. 7 This drop is different from the sudden drop in the relative
crater frequency from D  500 km to D  350 km due to a divot in
the impactor size distribution. As shown in Fig. 10, the basin excess
due to the divot is more tightly conﬁned to a small crater diameter
range than the broad ‘‘dip’’ that would be present from D ¼ 50 km
to D ¼ 500 km in the M12 and S13 models. Unfortunately, this size
range will not be expressed in the Pluto cratering record in 4 Gyr
of bombardment (solid squares in Fig. 10, although it might be going
further back in time). The very steep slope between D ¼ 10 km and
D ¼ 100 km in the S13 model produces rapidly increasing crater
densities as D drops and saturates at even D  20 km in 4 Gyr. We
also note the upturn (steepening) of the crater SFD at small
(D < 2 km) sizes in Fig. 10. Nominally, this could be interpreted as

7
For the crater scaling law in use, a ’ 0:35 produces an R value that does not
depend on D.
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Fig. 9. Logarithm of crater density (# craters/km2) larger than a given crater
diameter D on Pluto’s surface versus the logarithm of the crater diameter D for the
impactor size distributions from Minton et al. (2012) and Schlichting et al. (2013),
for various exposure durations. The solid black line is the crater equilibrium curve
from Melosh (1989). The horizontal line at 7.2 corresponds to 1 crater/Pluto
surface.

evidence of secondary contamination as discussed above, but given
the overall steepness of the M12 and S13 distributions, this would
be physically unlikely.
The crater diameter range most reliable for the interpretation of
Pluto’s cratering record provided by the New Horizons spacecraft
will likely be the D  30—100 km range where one might hope to
have the slope of the production function measured. Because we
expect models with multiple slope changes make a more realistic
representation of the impactor size distribution than a single slope,
the ‘‘waviness’’ should be present in the production function. The
range for which the production function would be measurable obviously increases as a function of surface age (left of the colored
squares in Fig. 10). While direct observation of the crater distribution in the 30 km 6 D 6 100 km range will thus establish relative
numbers of impactors as well as the shape of the production function, it will not by itself provide a ﬁrm connection to the absolutely
calibrated d > 100 km impactors. As a result, only modeldependent ages can be found for the surfaces of Pluto and Charon.
Even if the surface of Pluto (and especially Charon) is completely saturated, one would still hope to be able to ﬁnd the largest
‘‘fresh’’ crater to have formed on the surface and attempt to measure the production function superposed on this ‘‘fresh’’ crater
and its ejecta blanket. Using any of the size distributions discussed
(S13 model, M12 model, knee with afaint ¼ 0:4, or divot with
afaint ¼ 0:4), we compute that to 95% conﬁdence there has been
at least one D J 50 km crater formed within the past 1 Gyr and this
thus sets the scale for the largest ‘‘fresh’’ feature one might hope to
ﬁnd on Pluto’s surface. Fig. 11 is similar to Fig. 9 for up to 1 Gyr of
bombardment from the S13 and M12 models. The horizontal line
corresponds to 1 crater/surface area of that largest ‘‘fresh’’

1

10
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1000

Fig. 10. Relative crater frequency plot for the Minton et al. (2012) and Schlichting
et al. (2013) impactor size distribution models and the afaint ¼ 0:4 knee and divot
extrapolations. The colored squares correspond to 1 crater/Pluto surface on a
cumulative plot, so nothing to the right of those dots will likely be visible on Pluto’s
post-installation terrains.

D J 50 km crater and its ejecta blanket (which we take to be
roughly 100 km in diameter). The superposed production function
can thus be measured above this horizontal line.
Because the S13 and M12 models have the same slope for the
portion of the impactor size distribution corresponding to the
above crater diameter range, only model dependent ages can be
determined for such a surface. Such ages will differ by a factor of
 30 between the S13 and M12 models, as indicated by the near
overlap of the 1 Gyr M12 curve and the 30 Myr S13 curve in
Fig. 11. However, the two scenarios yield a rather different qualitative picture. The D J 50 km crater ﬂoor that formed to 95% conﬁdence  1 Gyr ago will already have saturated if the S13 model is
correct (and, dramatically, due to all craters at all diameter bins
below  15 km). Even at the mean formation interval8 for a
D J 50 km crater of 300 Myr, the largest ‘‘fresh’’ crater ﬂoor present
on Pluto should have nearly reached saturation in the S13 model scenario. Therefore, the S13 model would predict there are most likely
no large unsaturated craters and corresponding ejecta blankets on
Pluto; only such a steep size distribution can cause the surface to
saturate so quickly. Observing such a situation on Pluto would support the occultation measurement (Schlichting et al., 2012) motivating the S13 model.
If, however, one or several un-saturated ‘‘fresh’’ D J 50 km crater ﬂoors are present on Pluto, a superposed crater production
function should be measurable (depending on proximity to the terminator at encounter), and a model-dependent age (varying by a
factor of  30) could be assigned to the region. For example, again
examine the overlapping 30 Myr S13 and 1 Gyr M12 model curves

8
That is, the mean time between formation of D J 50 km craters on Pluto is 300
Myr, even if it takes a Gyr to be 95% conﬁdent that one will be formed on the surface.
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production function. The S13 model would predict there should
be a measurable production function on this surface, especially if
the crater is close to 100 Myr old. The M12 model, on the other
hand, would predict very few craters should be present on the
‘‘freshest’’ D J 30 km crater if it formed 100 Myr ago.
Qualitatively, the S13 model’s very steep size distribution would
predict that all ‘‘fresh’’ crater ﬂoors should be quickly recratered
and the M12 model would predict recratering to occur less rapidly.
We note this line of argument will be complicated or obviated if
Pluto’s surface is extremely young due to surface-atmospheric
interactions (Stern et al., 2015). An analogous argument may work
for Charon, however, and is discussed in Section 3.7.

0.1

0.01

3.7. Charon
0.001

0.0001

1

10

Fig. 11. Logarithm of crater density (# craters/km2) larger than a given crater
diameter D on Pluto’s surface versus the logarithm of D, for the impactor size
distribution from Minton et al. (2012) and Schlichting et al. (2013), for various
exposure durations. The dashed horizontal line corresponds to one crater superposed on a D J 50 km crater and its 100 km diameter ejecta blanket (to 95%
conﬁdence the largest ‘‘fresh’’ crater which will have formed in the past 1 Gyr). The
solid diagonal line is the small-crater equilibrium curve. The S13 model indicates it
is unlikely the ejecta blanket of any D J 50 km ‘‘fresh’’ crater on Pluto’s surface will
not appear heavily cratered and near saturation (e.g., see the crater Penelope on
Tethys). In contrast, the M12 model suggests the ‘‘freshest’’ D J 50 km crater ﬂoor
will not be near saturation and a production function should be measurable on the
crater ﬂoor and surrounding ejecta blanket. A ‘‘freshest’’ D J 50 km crater which is
lightly cratered would need to be tens of Myr old in the S13 model scenario.

in Fig. 11. Nominally the production function might look like the
1 Gyr M12 model (with a largest superposed crater of
D  12 km); but the S13 model would imply a 30 Myr crater retention age and that the 50 km crater formed extremely recently.
However, the S13 model suggests a mean formation interval of
300 Myr for D J 50 km, with thus only a low 30/300 = 10% probability of the crater having formed recently enough to be so lightly
cratered, making this proposed projectile size distribution less
likely. In contrast, the M12 model would expect a mean formation
interval of  1 Gyr for D J 50 km craters. There is thus likely a way
to test the qualitative difference between these two models from
the New Horizons data alone at least in terms of likelihood.
This ‘‘largest fresh crater in a Gyr’’ argument was chosen to
illustrate how quickly the very steep size distribution of the S13
model would predict even the ‘‘freshest’’ crater ﬂoors saturate.
The largest ‘‘fresh’’ crater expected to form (95% conﬁdence) can,
however, be computed for any time interval. For an event in the
last Gyr, neither model would predict the ﬂoor of the ‘‘fresh’’ crater
to be saturated, however the number of craters expected to be on
the crater ﬂoor and its ejecta blanket will be different between the
two models as the reasoning above describes. For example, the largest ‘‘fresh’’ crater expected to form (to 95% conﬁdence) in 100 Myr
(D J 30 km) is not much smaller than in 1 Gyr (D J 50 km) due to
the steep impactor size distribution in this portion of the crater

Zahnle et al. (2003) state that the impact rate onto Charon is
16% that on Pluto accounting for gravitational focusing with an
average system encounter velocity of 1.9 km/s. Using our modiﬁed
Öpik collision probability code, we ﬁnd the total impact rate onto
Charon from the various Kuiper belt sub-populations for Hg < 9
is 9.2  1012/yr (50% given the uncertainties in the Hg < 9 population estimates). This is (9.2  1012/yr)/ (4.8  1011/yr) = 0.19
that of the total impact rate on Pluto, in rough agreement with
Zahnle et al. (2003). This multiplicative factor does not, however,
convert total Pluto cratering rates into total Charon cratering rates.
The crater scaling law (shown in Eqs. (5), (6a), and (6b)) for Charon
is inﬂuenced by the different value of gravitational acceleration g
on Charon (g ¼ 26 cm=s2 ) from on Pluto (g ¼ 64 cm=s2 ) and a different impact velocity range because Charon’s escape speed
(v esc ¼ 0:675 km=s) is smaller than Pluto’s (v esc ¼ 1:2 km=s).9 The
difference in the crater scaling law between Pluto and Charon means
each crater diameter corresponds to a different impactor diameter
for Charon than on Pluto, so each size distribution extrapolation
(SPL/knee/divot) produces a different cratering rate larger than some
ﬁxed crater D on Charon compared with that on Pluto. The outcome is
shown in Table 5.
The cratering rates for ﬁxed threshold crater diameter on
Charon are  40% that on Pluto for the SPL cases and  25% for
the knee and divot scenarios. It is unsurprising that the knee and
divot scenarios give the same multiplicative factor for the cratering
rate on Charon to that on Pluto, because they have the same slope
for d < 100 km impactors. The SPL slope diverges from the knee/divot slope at smaller diameters, so because Charon’s cratering rate
accesses smaller impactors than Pluto for the same crater diameter
threshold, the Charon SPL cratering rates should be a larger percentage of the Pluto SPL cratering rates than for the
Charon-to-Pluto knee/divot cratering rates. To turn the total cratering rates into the integrated number of craters estimated on
Charon’s surface over the last 4 Gyr, the cratering rates shown in
Table 5 should be multiplied by an average EBF of 1.5 and 4 Gyr.
For example, the integrated number of D P 100 km craters on
Charon for the knee scenario is 7e-10 * 1.5 * 4e9 = 4 craters. Since
there is not a simple conversion from cratering rates on Pluto to
those on Charon, Fig. 12 provides both the crater density plot
and R-plot for Charon using the single-slope knee/divot size distribution extrapolations with afaint ¼ 0:4 as well as the M12 and S13
size distributions.
This allows model-dependent ages to be determined for a
post-installation Charon just as is possible for a post-installation
Pluto as discussed in Sections 3.1 and 3.3 above. As implied earlier,
Pluto’s active surface–atmosphere exchange and volatile surface
9
For a typical v 1 , a ﬁxed-diameter impactor is accelerated less by the smaller
gravitational focusing of Charon compared with that of Pluto, but the  2:5 times
smaller gravitational acceleration g for Charon outweighs this velocity effect,
resulting in larger craters on Charon than on Pluto for a ﬁxed impactor diameter.
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Table 5
Current total primary cratering rates on Charon ( 25% to  40% those on Pluto) using our derived impact velocity distribution for all Kuiper belt sub-populations and three
impactor size distribution scenarios: single power-law (SPL) (top), knee (middle), and ‘‘divot’’ (bottom) for 5 threshold crater diameters.
Size distribution
extrapolation

Current total cratering
rate
D P 400 km
(/yr)

Current total cratering
rate
D P 100 km
(/yr)

Current total cratering
rate
D P 30 km
(/yr)

Current total cratering
rate
D P 10 km
(/yr)

Current total cratering
rate
D P 3 km
(/yr)

SPL
Knee
Divot

2e11
2e11
1e11

1e8
7e10
1e10

4e6
1e8
2e9

6e4
1e7
2e8

2e1
3e6
4e7
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Fig. 12. Top left: similar to Fig. 5 except for Charon. The horizontal line at 6.6 corresponds to 1 crater/Charon surface. Top right: relative crater frequency plot for Charon.
Similar to Fig. 6 except for Charon. Bottom left: similar to Fig. 9 except for Charon. Bottom right: similar to Fig. 10 except for Charon.

ices (CH4, N2) may work together to yield either a resurfaced young
surface or to at least degrade topography on an older, heavily cratered surface (Stern et al., 2015). Charon, however, has none of
these ices on its surface to our knowledge, no detectable atmosphere (Sicardy et al., 2006), and as a smaller body should be internally cooler and less active (McKinnon et al., 2008). It should
possess older if not ancient surfaces. In principle, a basin excess
due to the presence of a divot in the impactor differential size distribution (discussed in Section 3.2) may possibly be visible on
Charon’s most ancient surfaces. Note that the visible crater diameter range for which the production function (over 4 Gyr) can be
measured is shifted to slightly smaller craters on Charon than on

Pluto, in part, because Charon is a smaller body and cannot have
basins approaching its own size. The crater SFDs measured
on both bodies for these overlapping crater diameter ranges
(D ¼ 20—60 km on Charon and D ¼ 30—100 km on Pluto) should
provide the most reliable insights into the cratering history of
the Pluto system and thus the size distributions in the Kuiper belt.
Note that because Charon is tidally locked, a leading/trailing
craterasymmetry is possible; the ratio v orb =v 1  0:1 is comparable
to that of Earth’s Moon Gallant et al., 2009 and so a 10% enhancement (deﬁcit) of the of the crater density near Charon’s apex
(antapex) of motion relative to the mean crater density may be
visible if the global coverage is sufﬁcient.
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To parallel the discussion at the end of Section 3.6, the largest
‘‘fresh’’ crater to have formed on Charon in 3 Gyr (chosen to illustrate the timescale the S13 model predicts rapid resaturation for
Charon, compared with 1 Gyr on Pluto) to 95% conﬁdence according to the S13 impactor size distribution model is, coincidentally,
also  50 km in diameter. As shown in Fig. 11, the horizontal line
at 4.5 in the bottom left panel of Fig. 12 corresponds to 1 crater/surface area of that largest ‘‘fresh’’ D J 50 km crater and its 100 km
ejecta blanket. Just as on Pluto, the S13 model would predict this
D J 50 km crater should saturate quickly (though not as quickly
as the analog on Pluto), whereas the M12 model would not predict
this crater to reach saturation in 3 Gyr. No matter the size of the
‘‘freshest’’ crater one looks for on Charon (as on Pluto), the distinguishing property of the two size distribution models is how likely
the crater is to be recratered after formation.
3.8. The four smaller moons
We have not repeated our full analysis for the four smaller
satellites of Pluto (Styx, Nix, Kerberos, and Hydra). Instead, we
have estimated the time (to roughly a factor of three accuracy) it
would take for each of these satellites to be catastrophically disrupted using the current Kuiper belt sub-populations. Our estimate
is based on the timescale between collisions for catastrophic dispersal of the target body, calling this the ‘‘disruption timescale’’.
We compute one disruption timescale estimate for Nix and
Hydra since they are of comparable size and another for Styx and
Kerberos. Taking the diameter of Nix and Hydra to be  45 km
(using mass, albedo = 0.4, and density estimates from Kenyon
and Bromley (2014)), we use the catastrophic disruption threshold
equation for the dispersal of half the target mass from Leinhardt
and Stewart (2012),

Q RD ¼ 0:5lV 2 =M total

ð8Þ

Q RD

where
is the speciﬁc energy required for dispersal of a catastrophically disrupted body, l is the reduced mass
(M projectile Mtarget =Mtotal ), V  is the critical impact velocity for catastrophic disruption, and Mtotal is the total mass of the projectile
and target. Assuming Mtarget
M projectile , we solve the above equation for the mass of the projectile needed to disperse the target,
assuming V   1:5 km=s (mostly from v 1 since the orbital speed
around the Pluto–Charon barycenter and escape velocity are small)
and estimating Q RD from Fig. 11 of Leinhardt and Stewart (2009) for
an icy target 45 km in diameter (Q RD ¼ 7  103 J=kg, similar to that
from Fig. 7 of Benz and Asphaug (1999)). We ﬁnd that for catastrophic dispersal of either Nix or Hydra an impactor with diameter
d P 8 km is needed.10 Scaling the impact probability onto Pluto by
the ratio of surface areas corrected for gravitational focusing gives
the impact probability (/yr/projectile) for each sub-population onto
Nix and Hydra. Multiplying each impact probability by the number
of objects with d P 8 km for each sub-population gives the catastrophic disruption rate (/yr) for each sub-population. The resulting
total current catastrophic disruption rate onto Nix and Hydra is
3.5  1012/yr for the afaint ¼ 0:4 knee size distribution scenario.
The disruption time for Nix and Hydra is therefore  300 Gyr for
the afaint ¼ 0:4 knee size distribution extrapolation for the current
impactor population, and six times this,  1800 Gyr, for the divot.
Integrating back to the larger impact rate ’ 4 Gyr ago, the disruption
time decreases to  200 Gyr for the knee scenario and  1200 Gyr
for the divot. Comparing these estimates with those from the two
10
Strictly speaking, these estimates are for disassembly of the moon against its own
gravitational binding. The dispersed fragments would mostly remain in orbit around
Pluto–Charon and reassemble. Even larger impactors would be necessary to disperse
a small moon permanently (eject fragments onto heliocentric orbits).

‘‘wavy’’ impactor size distributions, at this impactor size, the number
of objects in the projectile population is similar to the knee scenario,
so these ‘‘wavy’’ size distributions also would not result in catastrophic disruption of Nix and Hydra. Even if the critical impact velocity is increased to the tail of Pluto’s impact velocity spectrum
(6 km/s), where the speeds are higher but the impact probabilities
are lower, the disruption timescale under the current bombardment
is still longer than the age of the Solar System.
A similar argument was followed for Styx and Kerberos with
diameters of roughly 10 km (mass and density estimates from
Kenyon and Bromley (2014)), where we estimate Q RD for an icy target 10 km in diameter (Q RD ¼ 8  102 J=kg). Using the same reasoning as before, the current disruption timescale for Styx and
Kerberos is therefore  70 Gyr for the afaint ¼ 0:4 knee size distribution extrapolation under the current impactor population estimates, and six times this,  420 Gyr for the divot. Again, no
scenarios result in Styx and Kerberos being catastrophically disrupted in the past  4 Gyr.
This begs the question of the smallest satellite that could survive against catastrophic disruption in the current bombardment
environment. Fig. 13 shows the catastrophic disruption timescale
(in Gyr) as a function of target radius (in m) for the Q RD curves from
Leinhardt and Stewart (2009) and Benz and Asphaug (1999). The
Benz and Asphaug (1999) curve for impacts at 3 km/s and an incidence angle of 45 is most typical for impacts in the Kuiper belt, so
we will use it in the discussion to follow, while the Leinhardt and
Stewart (2009) curve for low speed, head-on collisions is shown for
comparison. As can be seen in Fig. 13, for a knee size distribution
with afaint < 0:5 (down to sub-km sizes) all target sizes would survive catastrophic disruption over the past 4 Gyr. As the target size
decreases, the afaint ¼ 0:4 knee size distribution corresponds to a
situation where the cumulative number of impactors available to
catastrophically disrupt the target increases at the same rate that
2

the surface area of the target decreases (both as d ), causing the
two effects to cancel. This results in the catastrophic disruption
rate decreasing as large targets get smaller (down to d ¼ 100 m)
and then increasing at smaller sizes as targets enter the
strength-scaled regime for Q RD . As afaint decreases, the catastrophic

Fig. 13. Catastrophic disruption timescale (Gyr) as a function of target radius (m)
for the Q RD curves from Leinhardt and Stewart (2009) and Benz and Asphaug (1999)
and three values of afaint (size distribution with a knee). The vertical line at r ¼ 5 km
is roughly the radius of Styx and Kerberos and the vertical line at r ¼ 22:5 km is
roughly the radius of Nix and Hydra. For 3 km/s impacts at an incidence angle of 45
and afaint ¼ 0:4, all size targets are able to survive against catastrophic disruption in
the past 4 Gyr. For afaint ¼ 0:4, the catastrophic disruption timescales for Styx and
Kerberos is  100 Gyr and  400 Gyr for Nix and Hydra.
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disruption timescale moves to higher values as the cumulative
number of impactors rises less steeply at small sizes, resulting in
longer timescales between catastrophic disruption events.
Conversely, as afaint increases and more small impactors are available, the catastrophic disruption timescale drops. For afaint ¼ 0:5
and typical impacts in the Kuiper belt, the Benz and Asphaug
(1999) curve shows that the smallest target expected to survive
catastrophic disruption in the last 4 Gyr is  4 km in diameter.
Thus, if New Horizons ﬁnds satellites in the Pluto system that are
smaller than  4 km in diameter, it either means an impactor size
distribution with afaint P 0:5 (down to sub-km sizes) can be ruled
out or that those satellites have catastrophically disrupted and
reassembled in the past 4 Gyr. In principle, one could use the slope
of the crater production function (for the sub-km diameter range)
on Pluto or Charon to determine which of these two scenarios is
more likely to be true.
Returning to the Pluto system four small satellites, Fig. 13
shows that for typical impacts in the Kuiper belt (given by the
Benz and Asphaug (1999) curve) it is unlikely that any of the four
small satellites have catastrophically disrupted and reassembled in
the past 4 Gyr.
4. Summary and conclusions
By combining the contributions of each Kuiper belt
sub-population from the well-calibrated CFEPS (Petit et al., 2011;
Gladman et al., 2012) model and the KRQ11 (Kaib et al. 2011) scattering object model calibrated by Shankman et al. (2013), the
impact rates and especially impact velocity spectra onto Pluto as
presented here are currently state of the art. Pluto’s environment
before its installation onto its current orbit (which occurred at least
4 Gyr ago) is unknown, so primary cratering rates have been presented for ‘‘current day’’ timescales (a few hundred million years)
and the number of craters larger than a threshold diameter D have
been provided for Pluto’s post-installation phase covering the past
’ 4 Gyr of the Solar System’s history accounting for the natural
decay of each Kuiper belt sub-population. We ﬁnd it is unlikely
Pluto has been hit by even a single impactor that would create a
D > 400 km crater, eliminating the chance that Pluto’s
post-installation cratering record can be immediately linked to
the absolutely-calibrated impactor size distribution for
d > 100 km. As a result, in order to date the surfaces of Pluto and
Charon using observed crater densities, assumptions must be made
about how the impactor size distribution extrapolates to small
(sub-km) sizes. This is fraught with uncertainty, since we do not
know how to connect the d > 100 km impactors to the smaller
impactors. In this study we ﬁrst adopt a single-slope afaint ¼ 0:4
(qfaint ¼ 3) power-law for the faint end (d < 100 km) of the size distribution, which is motivated by direct observations of small scattering objects, and highlight the factor-of-six variation between
the knee and ‘‘divot’’ size distribution scenarios for this size
regime. In addition, we show the effect of varying afaint (to
afaint ¼ 0:3 and afaint ¼ 0:5) on Pluto’s cratering record. We also
study how the ‘‘wavy’’ size distributions of Schlichting et al.
(2013) and Minton et al. (2012) (as presented in Schlichting et al.
(2013)), which include several slope changes between the
d ¼ 100 km impactors and the sub-km regime, would manifest in
Pluto’s cratering record.
Complications and Insights into computing and interpreting
New Horizons observations of the cratering record on Pluto and
its satellites include:
No single Kuiper belt sub-population contributes the majority
of the impact ﬂux on the surface of Pluto (in fact, four
sub-populations dominate the impact ﬂux: the q < 42 AU hot

classical mains, the q < 42 AU stirred classical mains, the classical outers, and the plutinos, each providing roughly equal contributions), so multiple Kuiper belt sub-populations must be
used to accurately determine cratering rates. It is important to
note that Pluto is impacted by a wider variety of Kuiper belt
sub-populations than the satellites of the giant planets, particularly by the cold classical objects, which do not reach the giant
planet region.
Impact velocities onto Pluto range from 1.2 km/s (Pluto’s escape
speed) out to a tail at  6 km=s, so more smaller impactors can
be accessed when computing the cratering rates on Pluto than a
simple-impact-velocity assumption would give, resulting in
slightly higher cratering rates than previously estimated, which
translates into younger surface ages.
The production function present in Pluto’s cratering record will
not link the absolutely calibrated impactor size distribution for
d > 100 km objects to the size distribution of the d < 100 km
impactors, because we do not expect craters created by the
d > 100 km impactor size range to be present on Pluto’s
post-installation terrains.
The result is that for any surface region reset after Pluto’s installation onto its current orbit that has not reached saturation,
absolute surface ages computed for Pluto and Charon simply
cannot be done to better than the uncertainties in the impactor
size distribution extrapolation. Thus, the best that can currently
be done is to compute model-dependent ages for young surfaces on Pluto and Charon.
If a divot is present in the impactor size distribution, a
narrow-diameter-range ‘‘basin excess’’, similar to what has
been observed on Iapetus, could possibly be visible on Pluto
(or Charon) if a > 4 Gyr Pluto (or Charon) surface can be identiﬁed, implying that any basins found on Pluto must date back to
Pluto’s pre-installation phase.
Because a size distribution model with multiple slope changes
is likely a more accurate representation of the impactor population than an extrapolation of a single slope from impactors with
d ¼ 100 km down to sub-km sizes, the ‘‘waviness’’ may be
easily discernible in Pluto’s cratering record, both in the shape
of the crater size distribution as well as in the crater saturation
diameter, if non-saturated regions can be found.
The ‘‘waviness’’ of the production function will most likely be
discernable in the D  30—100 km craters on Pluto and the
D  20—60 km craters on (smaller) Charon, making these the
most reliable crater diameter ranges to the interpretation of
the Pluto system cratering record provided by the New
Horizons spacecraft. (These upper limits reﬂect likely maximum
sized craters formed over 4 Gyr.)
Even if the surface of Pluto appears saturated, one would like to
measure the crater densities present on the largest ‘‘fresh’’ surfaces available. We estimate in Section 3.6 (at 95% conﬁdence)
that in 1 Gyr of bombardment at least one D J 50 km crater will
be created on Pluto (using any of the impactor size distribution
models discussed, except the SPL), providing a fresh surface
upon which the production function should be measurable.
The M12 and S13 ‘‘wavy’’ impactor size distribution models
would make different predictions about how likely that ‘‘fresh’’
D J 50 km crater would be at or near saturation. Thus, there is
likely a way to test the qualitative difference between these two
models from the New Horizons data alone.
We ﬁnd that Charon’s impact rate is 19% (50% uncertainty)
that on Pluto, roughly consistent with Zahnle et al. (2003)’s estimate. However, because the cratering rate depends on the size
distribution extrapolation used, Charon’s cratering rate at ﬁxed
crater size is  25—40% that on Pluto for the knee/divot and SPL
extrapolations, respectively.
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We estimate the timescale between collisions for catastrophic
disruption for Pluto’s four smaller moons (Styx, Nix, Kerberos,
and Hydra). We ﬁnd it is likely that none of these satellites have
been catastrophically disrupted in the past  4 Gyr.
For a knee size distribution with afaint 6 0:4 (down to sub-km
diameters), satellites of all sizes can survive catastrophic disruption in the past 4 Gyr. For afaint P 0:5 and typical Kuiper belt
impact speeds, the smallest satellite that should survive catastrophic disruption in the past 4 Gyr is  4 km in diameter.
It will be difﬁcult to accurately interpret Pluto’s cratering record
until future observations of outer Solar System small bodies
carefully probe the d ¼ 10—100 km (Hg ¼ 9—14) impactor size
range (connecting the d  1—10 km JFC size distribution
(Solontoi et al., 2012) to the d > 100 km size distribution of
the KBO/scattering/plutino populations from CFEPS (Petit
et al., 2011; Gladman et al., 2012)) that could directly establish
the linkage via the number distribution of the current projectile
population. While there currently are thus fragments of the
observed impactor size distributions across the outer Solar
System small body populations, the entire diameter range is
needed to make deﬁnitive statements about crater retention
ages on the surfaces of Pluto and its moons.
5. Some predictions for the 2015 New Horizons observations of
the cratering record in the Pluto system
Craters large enough to connect Pluto’s visible cratering record
(D < 100 km) with the absolutely calibrated impactor size distribution for d > 100 km impactors will not be present on
Pluto’s post-installation terrains. The question will be how to
separate
Pluto’s
post-installation
terrains
from
its
pre-installation surfaces.
A basin excess on pre-installation terrains due to the presence of
a divot in the impactor size distribution may possibly be visible
on Pluto (or Charon), similar to what has been observed on
Iapetus. The extensive presence of volatile ices on Pluto may very
well cause Charon to have an older surface than Pluto, in which
case a basin excess could possibly only be visible on Charon.
The impactor size distribution should be easily discernible in
Pluto’s cratering record via the shape of the production function
in the D  1—100 km range for craters larger than the saturation diameter (if any).
Only the very steepest size distribution of Schlichting et al.
(2013) would predict the cumulative crater density measured
on Pluto or Charon should rise  4:5 orders of magnitude from
the D ¼ 100 km craters to the D ¼ 10 km craters, implying rapid
saturation of the surface, unlike the M12, knee, and divot size
distribution models. Thus, we expect at least one ‘‘fresh’’
D  50 km crater to exist on Charon that most likely has an
unsaturated ﬂoor and ejecta blanket, which has been formed
in the last 3 Gyr.
If New Horizons ﬁnds satellites in the Pluto system smaller than
 4 km in diameter, one could, in principle, use the slope of the
crater production function (for the few-km diameter range) on
Pluto or Charon to determine whether an impactor size distribution with afaint P 0:5 (down to sub-km sizes) can be ruled
out or that those satellites have catastrophically disrupted and
reassembled in the past 4 Gyr.
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